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Cognitive psychology often produces findings that are relevant to educational instruction. However, many of these studies rely on artificial conditions, which often fail to
transfer to realistic settings, resulting in a disconnection between cognitive psychology
and education. This article begins to address this issue by taking established principles
from cognitive psychology and applying them to teach participants real academic
concepts. We report a training paradigm that applies established principles from
cognitive psychology: retrieval practice, feedback, self-paced studying, cognitive antidote, and levels of processing. This paradigm was used to teach undergraduates basic
concepts of research design that are typically taught in university science courses.
Participants studied PowerPoint-style slides that were divided into three sections. At the
end of each section, participants were presented quiz questions. After each quiz
response, the participant was shown the correct answer. This study also tested different
forms of responding to quiz questions (between subjects): (a) fill-in-the-blank, (b)
multiple-choice, and (c) fill-in-the-blank followed by a multiple-choice version of the
same question. Participants completed two posttests, one immediately after training and
another 1 week later. Both posttests consisted of items that tested retention and
conceptual understanding. A control condition (wherein participants received no training) was used to assess the effectiveness of the training paradigm. Participants who
used this paradigm outperformed control participants on both posttests. However, no
differences in performance were found among participants who used different forms of
responding.
Keywords: retrieval practice, complex concept acquisition, technology-based learning
and instruction, translational research
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One of the primary challenges in education is
finding effective methods that increase students’ retention and comprehension of course
material. Factors that facilitate learning are thus
of great interest to instructors. Over the past 70
years, many findings from cognitive psychology
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have shed light on this goal. This work has led
to the discovery of various learning principles
(e.g., correct-answer feedback: Benassi, Overson, & Hakala, 2014; self-paced study: Ariel,
2013; cognitive antidote: Healy, Jones, Lalchandani, & Tack, 2017; levels of processing:
Craik & Lockhart, 1972). One of the most robust findings from cognitive psychology is that
retrieving information from memory improves
the retention of the information that was retrieved (formally known as retrieval practice;
Carrier & Pashler, 1992; Kang, Gollan, & Pashler, 2013; Kang & Pashler, 2014; Karpicke &
Roediger, 2008; Pan & Rickard, 2018; Pyc &
Rawson, 2010; Roediger & Butler, 2011; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a, 2006b). Specifically,
work on the testing effect has demonstrated that
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testing learners on previously studied material
(i.e., retrieval practice) often leads to better
learning and retention than having them restudy
that material (Butler, Black-Maier, Raley, &
Marsh, 2017; Carpenter & Yeung, 2017; Eglington & Kang, 2018; Lehman & Karpicke,
2016; Pan & Rickard, 2018; Rickard & Pan,
2018). Retrieval practice has also been shown to
aid learning in the classroom, as students who
engage in retrieval practice, either through inclass clicker questions (Anderson, Healy, Kole,
& Bourne, 2011, 2013; Mayer et al., 2009) or
online practice quizzes (Carpenter et al., 2017;
Corral, Carpenter, Perkins, & Gentile, 2019),
often demonstrate better learning and retention
than students who do not engage in these tasks.
On the other hand, many findings from cognitive psychology that appear to be relevant to
education are often not translated to the classroom (Horvath, Lodge, & Hattie, 2017; Roediger, 2013). One reason for this lack of crossfertilization may be that cognitive psychology
studies often use artificial learning tasks and
materials (e.g., participants are asked to learn to
distinguish among simple geometric figures;
e.g., Corral, 2017; Corral & Jones, 2014; Corral,
Kurtz, & Jones, 2018) that are not representative of the concepts that are taught in the classroom (e.g., a physics professor teaching the
concept of buoyancy). The use of artificial conditions and simplified stimuli and concepts is
fairly common in cognitive psychology and
may lead instructors to view findings from such
studies with skepticism, as it may seem unlikely
that a given effect will hold under more ecologically valid conditions (Horvath et al., 2017;
Oliver & Conole, 2003; Smeyers & Depaepe,
2013).
Adapting laboratory studies to real-world settings is a common issue in translational science—
the application of laboratory findings to realworld settings—as researchers often struggle to
apply findings from basic and theoretical research to real-world scenarios (Horvath et al.,
2017; Oliver & Conole, 2003; Smeyers & Depaepe, 2013; Roediger, 2013; Woolf, 2008).
One potential issue is that cognitive psychology
studies typically use rigorous methodology to
isolate the variable(s) of interest. Although this
approach is appropriate for controlled scientific
studies, it might not be conducive to translation
in the classroom, which often involves many
additional facets beyond what is required in a

laboratory experiment (Horvath et al., 2017;
Oliver & Conole, 2003; Smeyers & Depaepe,
2013).
For example, although retrieval practice
might aid learning and retention (Carrier & Pashler, 1992; Kang et al., 2013; Kang & Pashler,
2014; Pan & Rickard, 2018), an instructor
might not know how to implement this principle
in the classroom, as translation requires the instructor to make various decisions about how to
implement numerous facets of retrieval practice.
In particular, an instructor must decide what type
of retrieval practice to provide students (e.g.,
recall vs. recognition), when to present retrieval
practice during a lecture (e.g., beginning of lecture vs. interspersed throughout lecture vs. end
of lecture), as well as the type of feedback
students should be presented after retrieval
practice (e.g., no feedback vs. correct-answer
feedback). As this example illustrates, each of
these components offers the instructor an opportunity to translate different learning principles to the classroom, but this flexibility can
produce uncertainty about when and how to
apply these principles, and might thus make
translation rather difficult.
Given these challenges, one way forward might
be to develop a training paradigm that fully
specifies each of its facets. The efficacy of this
paradigm could then be tested in the laboratory
with ecologically valid learning materials. With
this aim in mind, the current article takes wellestablished learning principles from cognitive
psychology and integrates them with current
instructional practices that are used in the classroom to develop a training paradigm that can be
easily implemented by educators to supplement
instruction. We therefore build a training paradigm around retrieval practice, one of the most
reliable principles in cognitive psychology
(Roediger, 2013), and specify and include additional learning principles for each of its facets.
Specifically, this training paradigm incorporates
the following four learning principles: (a) retrieval practice, (b) correct-answer feedback, (c)
self-paced study, and (d) cognitive antidote.
Correct-answer feedback involves showing participants the correct answer after they respond,
and self-paced study allows them to control the
time they spend studying. Cognitive antidote
includes the idea that boredom or disengagement can be offset by alternating the tasks that
learners complete, wherein two or more tasks
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are interspersed (as opposed to completing one
task in its entirety and then the other).
These principles were selected for two reasons. The first reason is that each of these principles has been shown to aid learning and retention across numerous studies (e.g., retrieval
practice: Brame & Biel, 2015; Carpenter, Pashler, & Cepeda, 2009; Carpenter & Yeung, 2017;
Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan, & Willingham, 2013; Roediger & Butler, 2011; Rowland,
2014; correct-answer feedback: Benassi et al.,
2014; Butler, Karpicke, & Roediger, 2007; McDaniel, Anderson, Derbish, & Morrisette, 2007;
Pashler, Cepeda, Wixted, & Rohrer, 2005; Vojdanoska, Cranney, & Newell, 2010; self-paced
study: Ariel, 2013; de Jonge, Tabbers, Pecher,
Jang, & Zeelenberg, 2015; Tullis & Benjamin,
2011; and cognitive antidote: Chapman, Healy,
& Kole, 2016; Healy et al., 2017; Kole, Healy,
& Bourne, 2008). The second reason is that by
applying one of these principles for each facet
that is involved in translating retrieval practice
to a real-world paradigm we are able to fully
specify this process (as discussed in detail in the
Experiment and Training Paradigm and Method
sections), which might greatly aid instructors in
using or adapting this training paradigm.
It is important to note that none of these
principles were manipulated between experimental groups, as our primary goal was to examine the efficacy of the paradigm as a whole as
compared to a control group that benefited from
none of the training principles. This approach
highlights an important distinction between laboratory studies and translational research. Laboratory studies take a reductionist approach, as
their typical goal is to isolate underlying mechanisms for a given phenomenon. In contrast, the
goal of translational research is to produce a
working, integrated system. As the example on
translating retrieval practice demonstrates,
translation is a complex process that involves
multiple facets (Horvath et al., 2017; Oliver &
Conole, 2003; Smeyers & Depaepe, 2013; Roediger, 2013; Woolf, 2008). Translation of a
given learning principle is therefore likely to
involve a multifaceted, complex training paradigm. Moreover, it is not clear that when a
learning principle is translated and embedded
within a larger system that any given component will aid learning, as it is possible that the
different parts of the paradigm do not work well
together and might offset or counteract the ben-
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efits of any single component. For these reasons, it is essential for translational research to
take a more holistic approach and examine
whether a training paradigm as a whole improves learning.
However, as a secondary question, we examine whether manipulating mode of responding
(i.e., type of retrieval practice), which is integral
to implementing retrieval practice, produces
differential learning and retention across experimental groups. One possibility is that how participants respond to a given question affects the
extent to which they encode its information.
Thus, a fifth principle we incorporate into our
training paradigm (by manipulating form of responding) is levels of processing—the extent to
which connections are formed between the information that is encoded and long-term memory (LTM; Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Craik &
Tulving, 1975).
Recognition Versus Recall
When an instructor translates retrieval practice to a real-world setting, he or she must
decide what type of retrieval practice to use.
Many studies on retrieval practice (e.g., Butler
et al., 2017; Carpenter, 2009; Carpenter &
Yeung, 2017) involve recall, wherein participants must generate a response from memory.
However, other forms of responding are possible, such as selecting an answer from a list of
multiple-choice options, a process that often
relies on recognition memory (Jacoby, 1991).
Recognition and recall are two distinct memory processes by which people access information from LTM (Kintsch, 1970). In a recognition task, participants are presented with a given
item and are asked to determine whether or not
it matches information that was previously encountered, as is often the case for multiplechoice questions. When students are presented
with a multiple-choice question, they must select the correct response from a list of options.
The option that is selected is often determined
by whether the student recognizes the given
option as correct or finds it more familiar than
other options (Marsh, Roediger, Bjork, &
Bjork, 2007; see also Bjork, Little, & Storm,
2014; Little & Bjork, 2015). Likewise, in studies on recognition memory, participants are typically presented with a list of items and are
asked to memorize them within an allotted pe-
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riod of time. At testing, participants are presented with a series of items and are asked to
select which of those items were on the studied
list. Similar to multiple-choice responding, the
items that are selected in a recognition memory
task are those that participants recognize or find
most familiar (Kahana, 2012).
In contrast to this process, recall involves the
retrieval of information from LTM, as is often
the case for fill-in-the-blank questions. Fill-inthe-blank questions require students to provide
a short response by recalling information from
LTM. The process of generating a response is
often more challenging than recognizing a previously encountered item (Anderson & Bower,
1972; Kintsch, 1970). As a result of this generation, recall has been posited to lead to deeper
encoding—a greater number of connections are
formed between the information that was
probed in LTM and the information that was
recalled—than does recognition, which can consequently improve retention (Hogan & Kintsch,
1971).
The differential effects of recall and recognition responding have been well documented in
many memory experiments, but the manner in
which they affect learning and transfer of
knowledge is less clear. One prediction that
follows directly from the experimental psychology literature is that, because questions that
require recall processes (i.e., fill in the blank)
lead to deeper encoding (Hogan & Kintsch,
1971; Kintsch, 1970), recall will produce superior learning. Another prediction is that engaging in both of the retrieval processes (recall
followed by recognition) will produce cumulative effects, thus leading to better learning and
retention than either recall or recognition alone.
We tested these predictions by examining
whether there are learning differences (measured through performance scores at testing)
between participants who are trained by engaging in retrieval practice that invokes recognition
versus recall. We also examined whether engaging in both recall and recognition, wherein participants first attempt recall followed by recognition, can aid learning and retention above and
beyond engaging in only one of these retrieval
processes.
The comparison among these three experimental groups (recall, recognition, and recallthen-recognition) complements the main question of this study, which is a comparison of all

three of these groups to the control group. For
this latter comparison, participants in the experimental groups were predicted to demonstrate
better learning and retention than participants in
the control group.
Experiment and Training Paradigm
We conducted a study to examine whether
our training paradigm can be used to aid students in learning core scientific concepts that
are typically taught in university-level statistics
and research methods courses. These materials
were chosen due to their direct relevance to all
scientific fields (because these fields rely on
sound research methodology), and thus wide
applicability to education and instruction.
Three groups of undergraduate students, referred to as the experimental groups, were
trained under our paradigm. These groups varied only in the type of retrieval practice participants were given (recall vs. recognition vs.
recall-then-recognition). Participants were first
asked to study PowerPoint-style slides (included in the online supplemental materials)
that were divided into three sections. Although
the range of times participants were required or
allowed to spend on each section was determined before the study (explained further in the
Procedure), within these time restrictions participants could choose how long they studied
each slide within a given section (a form of
self-paced studying). At the end of each section,
participants were quizzed on the material for
that section (thus, we implement the cognitive
antidote principle by alternating between study
and retrieval practice) and after each response
were shown the correct answer (correct-answer
feedback). These participants completed two
posttests, one immediately after training and
another 1 week later. It is important to note that
the first posttest affords participants in the experimental conditions additional retrieval practice, which might further benefit learning (Butler et al., 2017; Carpenter & Yeung, 2017;
Eglington & Kang, 2018; Lehman & Karpicke,
2016; Pan & Rickard, 2018). For this reason,
the first posttest can be viewed as another facet
of the training paradigm.
Participants in a separate, control condition
did not receive any training (i.e., were not
shown any study materials or presented with
any quiz questions) and were only asked to
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complete a single test, which was identical to
the second posttest that participants who received the training paradigm completed. Posttest performance was compared between the
control group and the trained groups.
The control condition was used to assess
whether participants in the experimental conditions were indeed able to learn the concepts that
were trained, as this condition provides a baseline measure of participants’ knowledge of the
material. Although extensive work has shown
that retrieval practice can indeed aid retention
(e.g., Carpenter et al., 2009; Carrier & Pashler,
1992; Dunlosky et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2013;
Karpicke & Roediger, 2008; Pyc & Rawson,
2010; Roediger & Butler, 2011; Roediger &
Karpicke, 2006a, 2006b), most of this literature
is limited to direct memorization and does not
typically involve true concept learning. Moreover, the limited work that has been conducted
on this topic has yielded inconclusive results, as
some of this work has shown a modest benefit
of retrieval practice and testing on concept
learning and transfer (Butler, 2010; Butler et al.,
2017; Eglington & Kang, 2018; Pan & Rickard,
2018), but other studies have failed to replicate
this finding (Peterson & Wissman, 2018; Tran,
Rohrer, & Pashler, 2015; van Gog & Kester,
2012; Wissman, Zamary, & Rawson, 2018). It
is therefore an empirical question as to whether
these principles can be used to help people learn
ecologically valid, complex concepts.
The three trained groups were defined according to the format in which they were
quizzed during training: recall, recognition, and
recall-then-recognition. Participants in the recognition condition were provided with multiplechoice quiz questions, and participants in the
recall condition were provided with fill-in-theblank quiz questions. Participants in the recallthen-recognition condition responded to each
quiz question twice, first with a fill-in-the-blank
response and then with a multiple-choice response (multiple-choice options were shown
only after the first response was given). This
ordering was necessary to keep the multiplechoice options from contaminating the recall
process for a given question, as the multiplechoice options might serve as memory cues for
the correct response, and thereby trivialize the
recall process.
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Method
Participants
One hundred eighty-three undergraduate students participated for course credit in an introductory psychology course at the University of
Colorado Boulder. This population consists primarily of freshmen and contains approximately
45% women and 71% White students, with an
average age of 20 (5% of the students are 25
years of age or older); 17% of this population is
classified as low-income students. One hundred
fifty-four of these participants were randomly
assigned to three experimental conditions (between subjects): recall only (n ! 51), recognition only (n ! 51), and recall-then-recognition
(n ! 52). The other participants (n ! 29) were
sampled concurrently from the same population
and were assigned to the control condition. True
random assignment was not possible because
the online system participants use to sign up for
studies requires that one-part and two-part studies (such as our control and experimental conditions, respectively) be posted as separate
sign-up options. However, this system randomizes the order of listed studies and provides
prospective participants with no information
other than time and location, which allows for a
degree of random assignment. Thus there is a
mild self-selection issue, because participants
who chose to sign up for one- and two-part
studies might differ from one another (although
all students were subject to the same class requirement of 6 hr of total research participation
that semester). However, we stress that the
number of sessions participants signed up for
was the only difference in sampling procedure
between the experimental and control conditions.
Design and Materials
All materials (instructions, study slides, and
quiz and posttest questions) were presented on a
computer monitor and were shown on a black
background. All responses were entered using a
computer keyboard. The training session consisted of PowerPoint-style slides that were modified from an undergraduate statistics lecture,
which covered basic principles of research
methods. These slides were adapted to exclude
extraneous information, and each slide was care-
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fully checked by the authors to ensure that each
concept was fully explained. These slides covered 16 concepts, which were divided into three
sections, and each section followed a conceptual progression (see Table 1). Section 1 (Slides
1–2) introduced the basic components related to
scientific experiments. Section 2 (Slides 3– 6)
introduced issues related to causal inference and
nonexperimental studies. Section 3 (Slides
7–10) introduced methods that true experiments
use to control for confounding variables and
other related topics. Figure 1 shows an example
study slide, Slide 9 from Section 3 in the training session.
Question types. Five question types were
created for this study: (a) repeated, (b) definitional, (c) transfer, (d) analysis, and (e) application; all test items for each question type are
provided in the online supplemental materials.
These question types were divided into two
subsets. We refer to Question Types 1–3 as core
questions and Question Types 4 –5 as conceptual questions. The immediate posttest comprised eight questions from each of Types 1–3.
The retention test comprised eight different
questions from each of Types 1–3, and 14 questions from each of Types 4 –5.
Core questions. To increase the chance that
condition differences would be detected, the
core questions were pilot tested with two different groups to ensure that no ceiling or floor
effects were present; these participants were not
trained on these materials. The first round of
pilot testing was conducted with paid subjects
from the university’s paid subject pool and the
second with undergraduate students (within the
first few weeks of the semester) in an upper
division psychology course on research methods. Given the course content, the participants
in this latter group should have some back-

Figure 1. Study Slide 9 from Section 3 of the training
session.

ground with these materials, and thus likely
represent a more knowledgeable sample than
the introductory psychology students who participated in the main experiment. The initial
version of the core questions consisted of four
multiple-choice options per question, but these
materials proved too easy for students and were
thus modified to be more challenging; one of
these modifications was to switch from four
multiple-choice options to five. This iterative
process of pilot testing and revising these materials was concluded once an intermediate level
of performance was found (between 50 and
60%).
The core question types tested the basic concepts that participants encountered during training. Repeated questions were identical in content to the recognition version of the quiz
questions that were used during the training
session (see Figure 4). Definitional questions
were the inverse of repeated questions: Participants were shown a term and were asked to
select the correct definition from the multiplechoice options, as shown in Figure 5. Transfer
questions were similar to repeated questions,

Table 1
A Complete List of the Concepts and the Order in Which They Were Covered in Training
Section 1 (Slides 1–2)
1. Variables
2. Hypothesis
3. Experimental study

Section 2 (Slides 3–6)
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Nonexperimental study
Causal inference
Correlation
Reverse causation
Third variable problem
Self-selection
Manipulation

Section 3 (Slides 7–10)
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Independent and dependent variables
Experimental control
Confounds
Random assignment
Quasi-independent variables
Addressing confounds
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but the description of the tested term was
grounded in a hypothetical scenario (as shown
in Figure 6).
Each of the core questions thus provides a
different measure of retention. Repeated questions provide a direct measure of retention, as
these questions can be answered correctly through
rote memorization of the content that was
trained and quizzed. Definitional questions
measure whether participants can transfer their
memory of the training material to the inverse
of the concepts that were quizzed (i.e., matching
a given term to the correct definition instead of
matching a given definition to the correct term).
In contrast, transfer questions provide a more
robust measure of concept learning and transfer
than definitional questions, in that they require
participants to recognize the instantiation of a
given concept in a superficially different scenario than what was encountered in training.
Moreover, the transfer questions did not explicitly define the corresponding concept (as the
repeated and definitional questions did), and
thus recognizing these concepts required that
the participant actually comprehends their
meaning. Transfer questions therefore provide a
measure of both retention and concept learning,
as these questions require participants to remember a concept’s definition and comprehend
its meaning.
Sixteen items were constructed for each core
question type (i.e., repeated, definitional, and
transfer), one covering each of the 16 concepts
that were introduced during training (as discussed in the first paragraph of the Design and
Materials). Thus, there was a one-to-one correspondence among the three core question types
in terms of the concepts they tested. For purposes of explaining the experimental design, we
refer to the questions of each core question type
as numbered 1–16, following the numbering of
training concepts (see Table 1). For example,
Question 8 tested the concept of the thirdvariable problem for all three question types.
Core questions for each posttest were sampled
using this numbering, as discussed in the following paragraph.
The core questions were divided into two
equal subsets. Each experimental participant
completed one of these subsets during the immediate posttest and the other subset during the
delayed posttest, with this assignment counterbalanced across participants within each exper-
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imental condition. One subset covered evennumbered repeated questions and oddnumbered definitional and transfer questions;
the other subset covered odd-numbered repeated questions and even-numbered definitional and transfer questions. Thus for each
posttest, repeated questions covered different
concepts than did transfer and definitional questions, whereas transfer and definitional questions covered the same concepts. Because definitional and repeated questions were the
inverses of each other, this design avoided presenting participants highly similar questions on
a given posttest.
Conceptual questions. Conceptual questions consisted of 14 analysis and 14 application
questions.1 The two conceptual question types
(i.e., analysis and application) tested abstract
principles that were not directly covered or
quizzed during training, but which could be
inferred with a sufficient conceptual grasp of the
training material. Each of these questions contained a detailed description of a hypothetical
experiment. Analysis questions required participants to determine which confounding variable(s), if any, were present (Figure 7 shows an
example of an analysis question). Application
questions required participants to determine
how to eliminate confounding variables, if any
were present (Figure 8 shows an example of an
application question). Half of the analysis and
application questions contained confounding
variables, and half did not.
Conceptual questions thus tested the extent to
which participants grasped the principles of
sound research methodology, internal validity,
and true experiments. These topics were chosen
because they are of primary importance in research methods courses, and these questions
examine the extent to which participants can
transfer and apply the knowledge they acquired
during training to complex study scenarios. For
example, the question in Figure 7 examines
whether participants can recognize the specific
confounding in the hypothetical study scenario.
Such recognition requires a strong grasp of the
concepts of confounding, experimental manip1
Conceptual questions were not included on the first
posttest so that we could administer them on the retention
test (1 week later) to assess participants’ comprehension of
the materials.
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ulation and control, true experiments, and internal validity. Correctly answering these questions therefore involves more than simply
memorizing a given definition. For these reasons, conceptual questions provide a strong
measure of concept learning and far transfer.
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Procedure
Participants in the experimental training
groups participated in two sessions, each lasting
a maximum of 55 min. At the start of the study,
these participants were told they would be
shown slides that contained information about
basic scientific principles.
Training session. The training session was
partitioned into three sections. Participants were
instructed to study each slide carefully, as they
would be tested on the material later in the
experiment. The study slides were shown one at
a time at the center of the screen. A participant
could view the next slide by pressing the right
arrow key and the previous slide by pressing the
left arrow key. Below each slide, a counter
indicated which slide number the participant
was viewing out of the total number of slides
contained in the section, as well as which section the participant was working on (e.g., Section 2, Slide 2 out of 4). Participants could view
slides only from the section they were studying
and could not move ahead prematurely to the
next section or return to a previous section once
it was complete.
Navigating each section. Minimum and
maximum time limits were implemented for
each section, based on the number of slides
contained in the section. These time constraints
were meant to partially simulate real-world
study conditions in which students are required
to learn multiple concepts within a limited time
frame. In such cases, students must devote a
sufficient amount of study toward each concept
to learn all the concepts, but must also balance
the amount of time they allocate toward any
single concept. Under such circumstances learners can control the amount of time they spend
studying any given concept (as in the present
study).
At the start of each section, a prompt showed
the participant the number of slides that were
contained in the section and the maximum study
time that would be allowed. Time limits were
set to allow an average study time of 2.5–3.5

min per slide. This range was intended to accommodate a wide spectrum of preferred pacing
across different students. Section 1 contained
two study slides and Sections 2–3 each contained four. Section 1 ran for 5–7 min, and
Sections 2 and 3 ran for 10 –14 min each.2
If participants attempted to move past the last
slide in a section before the minimum study
time had been reached, the screen was cleared
and a prompt instructed them to return to the
last slide by pressing the spacebar and to continue studying for at least the minimum duration
of time that remained in the section. Once a
section’s minimum study time was reached, the
screen was cleared and a prompt was presented
that gave the participant the option of exiting
the study phase by pressing the Enter key or
continuing to study and returning to the slide
they were previously viewing by pressing the
spacebar. If participants elected to continue
studying, they could continue navigating between slides by pressing the left- and rightarrow keys. Once a section’s maximum time
was exceeded, the screen was cleared and a
prompt instructed the participant to press the
spacebar to exit the section and continue to the
quiz.
Quiz instructions. After studying each section, participants were given a self-paced rest
break and were notified that they would be
quizzed on the material that was covered in the
section they had just completed. After completing their study of the slides in the first section,
all participants were provided specific details on
the format of quizzes they were going to be
administered. Participants in the recall condition were instructed that they would need to
type in a response for each quiz item. Participants in the recognition condition were instructed that they would be given a multiplechoice quiz and would be required to select a
response for each quiz item. Participants in the
recall-then-recognition condition were instructed that they would be shown two versions
of the same question for each quiz item—a
fill-in-the-blank version followed by a multiplechoice version—and would need to respond to
each accordingly. Additionally, after responding to the first fill-in-the-blank question, these
2

These time limits were used to accommodate the constraints of running a laboratory experiment.
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participants were shown a prompt reminding
them they would be presented with two versions
of each question throughout the quiz. All participants were asked to press the spacebar when
they were ready to begin the quiz.
Quiz questions. Quiz questions were presented at the end of each section, which queried
the material for that section. Sections 1–3 contained three, seven, and six quiz questions, respectively (one per concept covered). The display for all quiz and posttest questions included
a text box, located directly beneath the question,
where participants were asked to enter their
responses. Each quiz question consisted of a
description of a given term, and participants
were required to either type the correct term
(recall-only, as shown in Figure 2), select the
correct term from a list of five multiple-choice
options (recognition-only, as shown in Figure
3), or complete both of these tasks in succession
(recall-then-recognition). For each quiz question in the recall-then-recognition condition, the
participant was first provided with a fill-in-theblank form of the question (as in Figure 2),
followed by the same question in multiplechoice format (as in Figure 3).
Correct-answer feedback. After typing in
a response, participants were required to press
the enter key (this was also required for both
posttests). Participants were then shown the correct answer at the bottom of the display. In all
experimental conditions, only the correct answer was shown; the corresponding letter option was not displayed for multiple-choice
items. Thus the feedback was identical in all
conditions, matching verbatim the correct alternative from the multiple-choice version of the
question. For the recall-then-recognition condi-

Figure 2. An example fill-in-the-blank quiz question. The
correct response is self-selection.
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Figure 3. An example multiple-choice quiz question. The
correct response is option a.

tion, participants were not shown the correct
answer until after they entered their second response, on the multiple-choice version of the
question. After being shown the correct answer,
participants were asked to press the spacebar
when they were ready to move on to the next
question. There was a 300-ms interval following the feedback for each question on the quiz
(as well as each question on both posttests).
Immediate posttest. All questions in both
posttests were presented in multiple-choice format to explicitly test recognition learning,
which is a common form of assessment in the
classroom. The immediate posttest comprised
24 core questions, which were presented in a
random order (different for each participant).
After completing the immediate posttest, participants in the experimental conditions were
thanked for their participation and reminded
that they would be required to return in 7 days.
Delayed posttest. The delayed posttest
consisted of 52 questions and followed the same
procedure as the immediate posttest. Upon returning, participants in the experimental conditions were notified that they would be tested on

Figure 4. An example from the repeated question type
(identical to the recognition version of questions given
during training). The correct response is option a.
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Figure 5. An example item from the definitional question
type. The correct response is option e.

the material that was covered in the first session
of the experiment (i.e., the previous week). The
delayed posttest was partitioned into two sections. The first section consisted of 24 core
questions (the subset not used in that participant’s immediate posttest, as explained in the
Design and Materials section), and the second
section consisted of all 28 conceptual questions.
The order in which questions were presented
within each section was randomized, separately
for each participant.
Control group. Participants in the control
condition were notified that they would be given a
test on basic scientific principles. These participants were only asked to complete a single test,
which was identical to the delayed posttest that
participants in the experimental conditions completed. The rest of the procedure was identical to
the second session that participants in the experimental conditions completed. Because there were
two versions of this test, the version that was
completed by each control participant was randomly selected, subject to the constraint that half
of these participants completed one version and
the other half completed the other version.
Results
Nine experimental participants were excluded
from the analyses because they did not return for
the second posttest (two from the recall-only condition, three from the recall-then-recognition condition, and four from the recognition-only condition), leaving 174 total participants.
It is important to note that core and conceptual questions assessed different aspects of participants’ knowledge of the training material. It
was possible for participants to correctly answer

core questions by directly memorizing the training
material. These questions hence provide a direct
measure of retention. In contrast, conceptual questions tested participants’ conceptual understanding, as they required participants to apply their
knowledge of the training material to scenarios
that tested these concepts’ underlying principles.
As a result, it was not possible for participants to
correctly answer conceptual questions just by
memorizing the training material. Participants’
performance on core and conceptual questions
was therefore analyzed separately.
Experimental Conditions Versus Control
Condition
First, we examined whether participants in
the experimental conditions were able to learn
and retain the material they studied during the
training session.3 Thus, performance on the core
questions (i.e., repeated, definitional, and transfer) was compared between participants in the
experimental and control conditions.
Performance on core questions. Figure 9
shows the mean performance on each type of
core question for participants in the experimental and control conditions. Performance by participants in the experimental conditions on the
immediate posttest exceeded control participants’ performance, Mexperimental-immediate ! .76;
Mcontrol ! .49, t(172) ! 8.47, p " .001, SE !
.031, d ! 1.74. Experimental participants’ delayed posttest performance also exceeded control
participants’ performance, Mexperimental-delayed !
.69, t(172) ! 6.19, p " .001, SE ! .031, d ! 1.28.
Performance on conceptual questions.
Furthermore, participants in the experimental
conditions (M ! .30) outperformed participants
in the control condition (M ! .23) on conceptual questions (analysis and application questions), t(172) ! 2.36, p ! .020, SE ! .029, d !
.456. It is also important to note that participants
in the control condition did not perform reliably
above chance (20%) on conceptual questions,
t(28) ! .977, p ! .337, SE ! .029, d ! .37,
whereas participants in the experimental conditions performed significantly above chance,
t(144) ! 8.43, p " .001, SE ! .012, d ! 1.41.
3
All reported analyses comparing the experimental and
control groups meet the assumption of equal variance, as
indicated by Levene’s test.
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Figure 6. An example item from the transfer question
type. The correct response is option a.

Recall Versus Recognition Versus
Recall-Then-Recognition
A separate analysis examined whether there
were performance differences on core questions
among the experimental conditions, and if so,
whether such differences depended on the test and
question types. This analysis was a mixed-model
analysis of variance with a between-subjects factor of training condition (recall only vs. recognition only vs. recall-then-recognition) and withinsubject factors of question type (repeated
questions vs. transfer questions vs. definitional
questions) and test (immediate vs. delayed).
The analysis revealed a main effect of test,
F(1, 142) ! 34.68, p " .001, MSE ! .032, #2p !
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.196, such that participants performed better on
the first posttest than on the second. There was
also a main effect of question type, F(2, 284) !
114.90, p " .001, MSE ! .019, #2p ! .447, as
participants performed best on repeated questions. Additionally, there was an interaction between test and question type, F(2, 284) ! 3.29,
p ! .039, MSE ! .02, #2p ! .023, as there was
a greater decrease in performance between the
first and second posttest for repeated and definitional questions than for transfer questions (as
shown in Figure 9). No differences in performance among the experimental conditions were
found, and there were no interactions between
condition and question or test type (all ps $
.216, including all least-significant-difference
post hoc comparisons among the experimental
conditions). Likewise, no performance differences were found among the experimental conditions on the conceptual questions (p ! .979).
Table 2 shows the mean performance of each
experimental group on each of the core question
types on the immediate and delayed posttests.
Exploratory Analysis
One concern with the analyses contrasting
the three experimental conditions is that they
may not adequately capture true differences that
might exist in conceptual understanding among
these groups. Conceptual questions were meant

Figure 7. An example item from the analysis question type. The correct response is
option b.
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Figure 8. An example item from the application question
type. The correct response is option d.

to capture such differences, but the challenging
nature of these questions might have obscured
the effects of the experimental manipulation. As
noted in the second paragraph of the Results
section, repeated and definitional questions
could be correctly answered by memorizing the
material presented during training, and thus
they allowed for an adequate measure of retention but not of conceptual understanding. Although memorization could be used for transfer
questions, doing so was more challenging because these questions were presented in novel
contexts from what was encountered during
training, and therefore required a deeper level of
understanding. More specifically, it was necessary for participants to understand these concepts well enough to recognize them in unique
scenarios. Transfer questions hence provide the
best measure of conceptual understanding among
the three core question types.
An exploratory analysis was thus conducted
on transfer questions, to further examine whether
participants who engaged in recall developed a
better understanding and formed more durable
memories of the concepts in the study material
than did participants who did not engage in
recall. Because participants in the recall-only
and the recall-then-recognition conditions were
asked to engage in recall during training, both
groups were combined for this analysis. A
mixed-model analysis of variance was used to
test for an interaction between type of training
(between-subjects factor: recall conditions vs.
recognition-only) and test type (within-subjects
factor: immediate vs. delayed posttests). Comparing the immediate and delayed tests allows
for an assessment of participants’ retention and
conceptual understanding of the study material.

Figure 9B shows the mean performance on
transfer questions by type of training and type
of test. The analysis revealed a significant interaction between condition and test type, F(1,
143) ! 3.97, p ! .048, MSE ! .026, #2p ! .027,
as there was less of a decrease in performance
between the first and second posttests for participants who engaged in recall (Mimmediate !
.657; Mdelayed ! .647) than for participants who
engaged only in recognition (Mimmediate ! .710;
Mdelayed ! .620). Thus, this exploratory analysis
suggests that recall quizzing produced more durable knowledge that was less susceptible to
forgetting, at least for the transfer questions,
which required more conceptual understanding
than the repeated or definitional questions.
Discussion
This article presents a training paradigm that
is built on the principle of retrieval practice.
Translating this principle into a real-world paradigm requires addressing multiple facets, such
as how much time to allow learners to study a
given set of concepts, when to include retrieval
practice, what type of retrieval practice to include, and whether to provide participants feedback on their responses. At each of these decision points, we fully specified the translation
process by implementing findings from basic
experimental psychology, regarding interspersed
retrieval practice, different forms of responding, a
restricted form of self-paced studying, and correct-answer feedback. To briefly summarize these
facets: Participants were allowed to navigate the
study slides within each section, permitting them
to control which slides they spent more time
studying (within the allotted time for each section). Concepts were divided into three sections,
and interspersed retrieval practice was used,
wherein participants were quizzed at the end of
each section. After participants responded to a
quiz question they were provided correct-answer
feedback.
It is important to note that only form of
responding was manipulated among the experimental groups (recall vs. recognition vs. recallthen-recognition), as the implementations of the
other learning principles were held constant.
Manipulating all of these principles as a unit
enables a holistic test of their combined effect,
which is more relevant to translation than is the
reductionist approach of assessing each princi-
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Figure 9. (A) The experimental and control groups’ mean performance on each type of core
question (repeated, definitional, and transfer questions) for each posttest. (B) Mean performance for transfer questions on each posttest for the recall conditions (recall condition and
recall-then-recognition condition) and the recognition condition. Error bars indicate standard
errors of the mean.

ple individually. Moreover, if left unspecified,
each of the facets can lead to ambiguity in
regards to the translation of retrieval practice to
a real-world paradigm. To avoid this ambiguity
impeding translation (Horvath et al., 2017; Oliver & Conole, 2003; Smeyers & Depaepe,
2013; Roediger, 2013), we explicitly specify
each facet of our training paradigm and base our

decisions for each on the vast literatures on the
learning sciences.
This training paradigm was developed with
the goal that it might serve as a teaching tool
that can be used to enhance student learning.
Thus, we were not specifically interested in
whether any one of these principles could enhance learning on its own, as each has been
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Table 2
Mean (SD) Performance for Each Experimental Group on Each of the Core Question Types for
Each Posttest
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Immediate posttest

Delayed posttest

Group

Repeated

Definitional

Transfer

Repeated

Definitional

Transfer

Recall
Recognition
Recall-then-recognition

.842 (.18)
.899 (.16)
.872 (.13)

.732 (.22)
.747 (.19)
.747 (.19)

.658 (.21)
.710 (.21)
.656 (.22)

.753 (.18)
.790 (.17)
.789 (.17)

.635 (.22)
.650 (.19)
.694 (.18)

.660 (.20)
.620 (.23)
.635 (.23)

shown to do so in the context of the laboratory.
Instead, our goal was to examine whether these
principles could be translated into a realistic,
complex learning system to aid learners in acquiring ecologically valid concepts, which
could then be used by instructors in the classroom. Thus, we were interested in whether combining all of these principles into a single intervention would substantively impact performance
in a realistic educational learning task. This
holistic approach is often appropriate for translational research, because the translation of a
given principle involves numerous facets beyond the variables that are manipulated in the
laboratory (Horvath et al., 2017; Oliver &
Conole, 2003; Smeyers & Depaepe, 2013; Roediger, 2013). With these issues in mind, the
training paradigm was constructed in a manner
that would allow for instructors to directly apply
(in cases where the same concepts as those
presented in this study are covered) or easily
modify and adapt the paradigm accordingly
(changing out the study slides and quiz questions), based on the course curriculum (discussed further below).
The training paradigm was effective in helping participants in the experimental conditions
learn the concepts they were taught during training, and moreover these concepts were retained
1 week later. Importantly, the training paradigm
also aided participants in correctly answering
conceptual (application and analysis) questions,
which required participants to have a thorough
understanding of the study material. These
question types tested complex scientific principles, which, as many university professors who
have taught a research methods course can affirm, can be extremely difficult for students to
learn and retain (as indicated by the control
group’s chance performance on conceptual
questions). Moreover, participants in the experimental conditions were not quizzed on these

question types during training and were not
tested on them until 1 week after they completed the training session. Thus, this finding
seems to reflect the experimental participants’
genuine conceptual understanding of the study
material.
Perhaps more important is the extent to which
such concepts were learned by participants who
received training. On each of the posttests that
participants in the experimental conditions completed, they outperformed control participants
on core questions by approximately 20%, which
amounts to a difference of two full letter grades.
Notably, these learning gains were achieved
with only a single training session, which consisted of less than an hour of actual training.
Furthermore, participants who received training
scored approximately 76% and 70% on the core
questions in the first and second posttests, respectively, translating to passing letter grades of
C and C–. This level of performance is noteworthy given that the amount of training participants
in the experimental conditions were given is many
orders of magnitude less than the instruction and
study time that students in actual statistics and
research methods courses receive. Taken together,
these findings serve as a powerful demonstration
of how the current training paradigm can aid students in acquiring and subsequently retaining
complex concepts.
Type of Quizzing Format
Despite the evidence for the strong benefit of
the training paradigm overall, performance appeared to be equivalent among the experimental
conditions, suggesting that all three quizzing
formats are equally effective. It is therefore
unclear which format is ideal for presenting
quiz questions for this training paradigm. One
possibility is that the benefits of recall-based
quizzing were masked by the fact that the ques-
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tion format of the posttests matched that of the
quiz questions that were presented to the recognition group. Research on transfer-appropriate
processing has shown that test performance is
superior when the training and testing conditions are similar (Balota & Neely, 1980). Thus,
performance for participants in the recognitiononly condition may have been inflated, reducing
the performance advantage for the recall conditions. Future work will be required to more
directly test this possibility.
An exploratory analysis, which examined
whether the decline in performance between the
two posttests on transfer questions differed between the recall conditions and the recognitiononly condition, suggests that retention and
transfer of concepts may have been stronger for
participants who engaged in recall. Participants
in the recall conditions performed equally well
on the transfer questions on both posttests, suggesting that their memory for the concepts that
were learned during training was not weakened
by the 1-week delay between the first and second posttest. In contrast, performance on the
transfer questions for participants in the recognition-only condition decreased considerably
between the first and second posttests (by approximately 9%), suggesting that their memory
of the study material was somewhat tenuous in
comparison to that of participants who engaged
in recall during training. Thus, instructors who
employ this training paradigm may wish to use
a version that includes recall responding during
quizzing. In the classroom, recall questions can
be used during quizzing by asking students to
write out their response to a given quiz question
and then showing students the correct response
(similarly to the type of feedback used in our
paradigm4).
Guide and Implications for Instructors
Instructors who wish to use this paradigm to
train students on different content (e.g., physics,
chemistry, mathematics) can do so by simply
following our training procedure (discussed
above in the Method section), and replacing our
slides and quiz questions with those that correspond to the topic of interest. In this process, we
recommend creating training slides that are concise and devoid of superfluous information, so
that the slides fully and clearly explain all of the
concepts that are introduced. Additionally, in
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cases where the training content builds on concepts that were introduced in earlier slides, we
suggest presenting slides in a manner that follows a conceptual progression.
One area that instructors might wish to deviate from our training procedure is in the amount
of time that students are permitted to study a
given slide. Here, participants’ study time was
limited (although participants were given some
autonomy in the amount of time they could
spend studying) due to the time restrictions of
the laboratory experiment. However, based on
the principles of self-pacing (Ariel, 2013; de
Jonge et al., 2015; Tullis & Benjamin, 2011), it
might be more useful to allow participants full
control over how much time they spend studying a given slide. On the other hand, one issue
that this approach introduces is that some students might not spend a sufficient amount of
time studying a given slide. Thus, it might be
wise to keep a minimum study time in place for
any given set of slides, but provide participants
the ability to advance to the next set of slides
once the minimum time has been reached.
Furthermore, as in our paradigm, we recommend that instructors quiz students on any concepts that are presented in the training slides. It
is important to note that our quiz questions were
presented in an abstract format so we could
directly test participants’ ability to transfer their
knowledge to novel scenarios during testing.
This aspect of the training paradigm was thus
implemented for reasons of experiment design,
and instructors may or may not wish to adopt a
similar approach.
We also recommend that instructors implement an immediate posttest after training to
assess how well participants are able to learn
and retain the training material. This type of
assessment can be particularly useful in helping
both the student and instructor identify the aspects of the material that the student does not
yet fully grasp. One noteworthy finding is that
participants performed best on repeated questions, which were identical to the questions that
were quizzed, and worst on transfer questions.
4

Instructors might also consider using more complex
forms of feedback that encourage students to think carefully
about the material, such as explanation feedback, wherein
the correct answer is coupled with a detailed explanation
(Butler, Godbole, & Marsh, 2013; Corral & Carpenter,
2019).
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However, performance decreased substantially
on repeated (and definitional) questions between the first and second posttest, whereas
performance was relatively stable for transfer
questions. One reason for this finding might be
that rote memorization could be used to answer
repeated (and definitional) questions, but transfer questions required conceptual understanding. Thus, when participants were given the
second test 1 week later, they may have forgotten the information that was memorized during
training. In contrast, because performance on
transfer questions might have been driven by
conceptual understanding, as opposed to rote
memorization, performance on these questions
might have been more stable. These findings
and explanation are in line with work on levels
of processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Craik &
Tulving, 1975), wherein information that is processed in a deeper and more meaningful manner
(e.g., information that is comprehended by the
learner) is more robust to decay than information that is learned through rote memorization
(Symons & Johnson, 1997).
This explanation suggests that transfer items
can better assess students’ knowledge than
items that can be answered through rote memorization. Moreover, training performance on
the latter type of items might lead both students
and instructors to form an inaccurate perception
of the student’s actual understanding of the
tested content. This misperception can be problematic in cases where pretests are used to help
prepare students for an upcoming exam, as students might develop a false sense of security
due to their high performance on the items that
were memorized during study or training. Consequently, students might reduce their study time,
leaving them ill-prepared for an exam. The findings presented here therefore have direct implications for instructors who use clicker questions
or pretests to assess their students’ knowledge
of course material. Our findings suggest that
any such assessments should incorporate transfer-like questions, which are fairly similar to the
type of test questions that instructors often use
on exams.
Lastly, although instructors can use this training paradigm during lecture, it can also be applied outside of the classroom. For instance, our
training paradigm can be implemented as an
automated tutoring system that is made available to students. This option would allow stu-

dents autonomy over when they study, and also
provide them a structured and controlled training environment outside of the classroom. Our
training paradigm might also be particularly
well-suited for classroom laboratory courses
(e.g., research methods, statistics), in which students are often required to complete assignments independently within a given time period
(typically 1–3 hr). This context is highly similar
to what participants in the experimental conditions encountered, and thus students in laboratory courses might greatly benefit from a training paradigm like the one used in the present
study.
Limitations and Future Directions
From a translational and applied perspective,
the implementation of multiple learning principles within a single training paradigm is a particular strength of this article. However, a limitation of this approach from a theoretical
perspective is that we did not isolate and test
each of these principles. Thus, we do not know
the extent to which each of these principles
affected learning, as we examined only their
combined impact. Nevertheless, a researcher or
instructor might be interested in this question.
Thus, a potential direction for future work is to
methodically vary which facets are included in
the paradigm and compare those conditions to
the full paradigm (e.g., full paradigm vs. paradigm without correct-answer feedback or full
paradigm vs. paradigm without retrieval practice).
One potential critique of the present study is
that the control condition did not receive any
instruction, and thus these results might be
taken to demonstrate that the training paradigm
merely leads to better learning than not receiving training at all. However, as we state above,
the materials used in this study were highly
complex (particularly the conceptual question
types) and it is by no means a given that they
can be readily acquired, even with extensive
training. Indeed, as many research method instructors will likely attest, there are numerous
students who fail to learn these exact concepts
over an entire semester of rigorous instruction.
Moreover, many training procedures fail to produce learning whatsoever, as is exemplified in
studies where participants in some conditions
perform at chance (e.g., Johnstone & Shanks,
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2001; Quinn, Palmer, & Slater, 1999; Shanks,
Johnstone, & Staggs, 1997). Thus, demonstrating that this training paradigm benefits complex
learning is a critical first step of the present
work.
Nevertheless, an instructor might certainly be
interested in the extent to which this training
paradigm benefits learning above and beyond
simply studying the materials. One way to answer this question in future work would be to
provide one group of participants the full training paradigm and another group the PowerPoint-style slides for study. Another potential
future direction is to examine how this paradigm might fare in comparison to how students
typically study. Recent work suggests that students use suboptimal study strategies (Corral et
al., 2019), and given that the training paradigm
used here is premised on well-established learning principles, we would predict learning to be
better for students who use the training paradigm than for those who receive the same study
materials and are left to their own devices. To
build on this idea, a particularly strong test of
this paradigm’s efficacy might be to select students in a course who are struggling (e.g., students with a letter grade of C- or lower) and
randomly assign them to complete the training
paradigm or to continue to study using their
preferred method. These students’ progress
could also be monitored throughout the semester to examine whether the benefits of the training paradigm are observed over an extended
period.
Conclusion
Translating basic and theoretical research toward real-world applications can be challenging
(Woolf, 2008) and often fails to occur in the
fields of cognitive psychology and education.
One reason for this failure is that many cognitive psychology studies require participants to
learn artificial concepts, which can make instructors skeptical of how well a given effect
will transfer to the classroom. The current study
lays out a blueprint for how principles from
cognitive psychology, specifically the testing
effect, form of responding, self-paced studying,
and feedback, can be integrated to construct a
valuable training paradigm. Furthermore, we
have demonstrated the efficacy and applicability of this training paradigm with ecologically
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valid learning materials. These materials covered various core concepts of the scientific
method, and quiz and posttest items were similar in structure and difficulty to exam questions
that are typically presented to students in a
university-level research methods course. The
findings for the current study are thus applicable
to educators from a wide range of scientific
domains. However, the current project takes
only a small step toward utilizing cognitive
psychology to aid students with the learning of
real academic concepts. If the translation of
cognitive psychology principles is to improve in
the domain of education, future work must carefully demonstrate the efficacy of such principles
with real academic concepts.
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Supplementary,Materials,

Training,Slides,
Note:,Study,slides,are,included,in,the,order,that,
they,were,presented,to,subjects.,

Components of Scientific Studies
• Scientific study: Basic unit of empirical research
• Variables
– Anything that can take on multiple values

• Examples: Height, IQ, reaction time, extraversion, favorite color

– Measured in scientific studies

• Hypothesis

– Conjecture about how the world works
– Prediction about how variables are related
– Examples:
• Taller people are smarter
• This drug improves memory
• Blue is more popular than red

• Data (singular: datum)

– Results of measurements
– Values of variables
– Examples:

• IQ of Subject #4
• Reaction time of Subject #12 on Trial #23

Types of Scientific Studies
• Experiment
– Involves some sort of intervention or manipulation
– Researcher sets some variable(s) and assesses effect on other
variable(s)
– Examples:
• One group studies in silence, the other group studies with noise
(manipulation: type of study environment)
• Give one group of rats Drug A and the other group Drug B
(manipulation: type of drug)

– Allows for inference of causation
– Examples:
• Type of study environment affects learning
• Type of drug differentially affects lever pressing in rats

• Non-experimental study
– Purely observational
– Measure naturally occurring variables and examine relationships
– Can't be sure about causation

Non-experimental Studies
• Measure relationships between variables without
influencing or manipulating them
– Examples:
• Time spent outside, depression
• Bicycles currently owned, lifetime head injuries
• Apples per week, colds per year

• Correlation
– Measures relationship between variables, in terms of what
values co-occur with one another.
– Examples:
• Eat more apples, come down with fewer colds
• Smarter people tend to like the color red

– Associations are all that can be inferred from non-experimental
studies
– Does not say what causes what

• Problems with inferring causation
– Reverse causation
– Third variable problem
– Self-selection

Reverse Causation
• Direction of causation is unclear
– Does X cause Y or does Y cause X?

• Researcher expects X causes Y, but Y might cause X
– Example: Depression and time outdoors
•
•
•
•

Might predict time spent outdoors alleviates depression
Might find such a correlation
But, depression might reduce desire for activity
Does time outdoors (X) alleviate depression (Y)? Or does depression
(Y) make people spend less time outdoors (X)?
• Direction of causation is unclear because X and Y co-occur
• If only co-occurrence is measured, the direction of causation will be
unclear

• Solution: Intervention
– Manipulate X
– Any resulting effect on Y must be caused by X, not vice versa

Third-variable Problem
• X and Y might co-vary because they’re both caused by a third
variable Z
• e.g., Apples and colds
– Overall health-consciousness (Z) could increase apple consumption
and reduce colds
– People who eat more apples would also tend to get fewer colds
– Relationship would be driven by third variable (health
consciousness)
– But, no direct causal relationship between apple consumption and
fewer colds

• Solution: Intervention (again)
– Manipulate X
– Shouldn’t affect Z
– Any effect on Y must be direct

Self-selection
• Differences between groups of people can be due to who
chooses to be in which group
– Not necessarily consequence of group membership

• Examples:
– Math SATs by major
•
•
•
•

Physics majors might do better than Psych
Does physics make you better at math?
Kids good at math are more likely to choose Physics
Math aptitude affects both major choice and SAT scores

– Effects of an experimental drug
• People who volunteer for the experimental drug may be more motivated
than people who do not volunteer
• Improvement may be due to increased motivation and not the
experimental drug

• Solution: random assignment of subjects to conditions

Experiments
• Independent variable (IV)
– Manipulated by researcher
– Examples:
•
•
•
•

Type of drug: drug vs. placebo
Type of therapy: psychotherapy vs. cognitive behavioral therapy
Type of training: sprinting vs. jogging
Type of studying: taking notes vs. listening to recorded lectures

• Dependent variable (DV)
– Measured by researcher
– Examples:
•
•
•
•

Number of red blood cells
Level of depression
Amount of weight loss
Scores on a test

Confounds and Control
• Importance of experimental control
– Only manipulate the IV
– Hold everything else constant

• Confound
– Variable that is not controlled and accidentally
covaries with IV
– Subject expectations about drug effects
– Familiarity with experimental context

• Control means not having confounds
– Necessary for knowing effect on DV is due to the IV

Random Assignment
• Values of IV must be chosen at random for each subject
• Subjects are assigned to conditions at random
– Differences between groups are evenly (approximately)
distributed across groups
– Differences between subjects cannot account for differences
found between groups when random assignment is used

• Only way to assure causal relationship
• Potential 3rd variable problem without random
assignment
• Solution to self-selection problem: random assignment

Quasi-independent Variables
• Some variables can’t be manipulated, but can be
used to create groups
– Examples: sex, age, birthplace

• Sometimes causal direction is obvious
– Example: Height, men vs. women

• Allows non-experimental study to be treated like
an experiment
– Grouping variable is quasi-independent
– Can treat other variables like DVs

Test,Ques=ons,
Note:, Test, ques=ons, are, labeled, by, their,
ques=on,type.,These,labels,were,not,included,in,
the,experiment.,

Repeated,
,Something,that,can,take,on,mul=ple,values,is,a(n)…,
a. Experiment,
b. Hypothesis,
c. Variable,
d. Datum,
e. Interven=on,

Repeated,
,A,conjecture,about,how,the,world,works,is,a(n)…,
a. Interven=on,
b. Experiment,
c. Datum,
d. Hypothesis,,
e. Variable,,,

Repeated,
,Tes=ng,the,eﬀect,that,manipula=ng,some,variable(s),has,
,on,some,outcome,is,called,a(n)…,,
a. Hypothesis,
b. Experimental,Study,
c. NonMexperimental,study,,
d. Experimental,datum,
e. Interven=on,
,

,

Repeated,
,Causal,inferences,can,be,drawn,from,_________,studies,,
,but,not,from,_________,studies.,
a. Correla=onal,,nonMexperimental,,
b. NonMexperimental,,correla=onal,,
c. Observa=onal,,experimental,,,
d. Correla=onal,,experimental,
e. Experimental,,nonMexperimental,,

Repeated,
,In,a,nonMexperimental,study,,variables,are,_________,but,
,not,________.,,
a. Measured,,manipulated,
b. Manipulated,,measured,
c. Created,,manipulated,,,
d. Created,,measured,
e. Controlled,,recorded,

Repeated,
,When,two,variables,share,a,rela=onship,with,one,another,,
,this,is,a(n)…,,,
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

,

Manipula=on,
Experiment,
Hypothesis,,
Correla=on,
Observa=on,

Repeated,
,When,it,is,unclear,whether,variable,X,causes,variable,Y,or,
,whether,variable,Y,causes,variable,X,,what,kind,of,causal,
,inference,problem,do,we,have?,
a. Reverse,causa=on,
b. Reverse,correla=on,
c. Third,variable,,
d. SelfMselec=on,
e. Researcher,expectancy,,

,

Repeated,
,When,the,rela=onship,between,variable,X,and,Y,may,be,
,driven,by,another,variable,Z,,what,kind,of,causal,inference,
,problem,do,we,have?,
a. Third,variable,,
b. Reverse,correla=on,
c. Reverse,causa=on,
d. SelfMselec=on,
e. Researcher,expectancy,,

Repeated,
,When,diﬀerences,between,groups,may,be,due,to,who,,
,chooses,to,be,in,which,group,,what,kind,of,causal, , ,
,inference,problem,do,we,have?,
a. Researcher,expectancy,,
b. Reverse,correla=on,
c. Third,variable,,
d. Reverse,causa=on,
e. SelfMselec=on,

,

,
,

Repeated,
,
,

,

,By,manipula=ng,the,independent,variable,we,can,solve,
,the,following,problem…,,
a. Third,variable,,
b. SelfMselec=on,
c. Reverse,causa=on,
d. Researcher,expectancy,,
e. A,,B,,and,C,

Repeated,
,
,
,

,In,an,experiment,,the,researcher,_________,the, , ,
,independent,variable,and,_________,the,dependent, ,
,variable.,,
a. Creates,,manipulates,
b. Measures,,manipulates,
c. Manipulates,,measures,
d. Manipulates,,manipulates,
e. Measures,,measures,,

Repeated,
,
,

,Holding,everything,constant,except,for,the,independent,
,and,dependent,variables,is,known,as…,
a. Manipula=on,control,
b. Interven=on,control,
c. Placebo,control,
d. Experimental,control,
e. Correla=onal,control,,

Repeated,
,A,variable,that,is,not,controlled,and,covaries,with,an,
independent,variable,is,known,as,a(n)…,
a. Dependent,variable,
b. QuasiMindependent,variable,
c. QuasiMdependent,variable,
d. Confounding,variable,,
e. Uncontrolled,variable,,

,

Repeated,
,
,

,When,subjects,are,placed,in,each,level,of,an, ,
,independent,variable,at,random,,this,is,called…,
a. Random,sampling,
b. Random,assignment,,
c. Random,selec=on,
d. Random,manipula=on,
e. Random,control,

,

,

Repeated,
,
,

,A,variable,that,cannot,be,manipulated,but,that,can,be,,
,used,to,create,groups,is,a(n)…,,
a. QuasiMdependent,variable,,
b. Random,variable,,
c. QuasiMindependent,variable,,
d. Controlled,variable,,
e. Grouping,variable,,

Repeated,
,
,

,

,By,using,random,assignment,we,can,prevent,the, ,
,following,problem(s)…,,
a. SelfMselec=on,
b. Researcher,expectancy,
c. Reverse,correla=on,
d. Poor,experimental,control,
e. A,and,D.,

,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,A,variable,is,deﬁned,as…,
a. Something,that,can,take,on,mul=ple,values.,
b. Something,that,can,can,be,quan=ﬁed.,,
c. Something,that,can,be,deﬁned.,
d. Something,that,can,be,measured.,
e. Something,that,can,be,created.,

,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,A,hypothesis,is,deﬁned,as…,
a. A,predic=on,that,can,take,on,mul=ple,values.,
b. A,predic=on,that,can,can,be,manipulated.,,
c. A,predic=on,that,can,be,changed,by,the,experimenter.,
d. A,predic=on,that,reﬂects,the,experimenter’s,opinion.,,,
e. A,predic=on,about,how,the,world,works.,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,An,experiment,is,deﬁned,as…,
a. Tes=ng,the,eﬀect,that,some,outcome,has,on,the,
outcome,of,some,variable(s).,
b. Tes=ng,the,eﬀect,that,some,manipula=on,has,on,the,
manipula=on,of,some,variable(s).,
c. Tes=ng,the,eﬀect,that,manipula=ng,some,variable(s),
has,on,some,outcome.,
d. Tes=ng,the,eﬀect,that,some,outcome,has,on,the,
manipula=on,of,some,variable(s).,
e. Tes=ng,a,predic=on,about,how,the,world,works.,

Deﬁni=onal,,
Experimental,studies,allow,researchers,to,draw,________,
whereas,nonMexperimental,studies,only,allow,researchers,to,
assess,the,_______,between,variables.,,
a. Causal,inferences,,causal,rela=onships,
b. Causal,rela=onships,,causal,associa=ons,,
c. Associa=ons,,causal,associa=ons,
d. Causal,inferences,,associa=ons,
e. Causal,inferences,,causal,direc=on,
,
,

,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,A,nonMexperimental,study,is,deﬁned,as…,
a. When,variables,are,measured,,but,not,manipulated.,
b. When,variables,are,measured,and,manipulated.,
c. When,variables,are,not,measured,or,manipulated.,
d. When,variables,are,either,measured,or,manipulated.,
e. When,variables,are,measured,and,manipulated,,but,
no,predic=on,is,made,about,the,outcome.,
,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,A,correla=on,is,deﬁned,as…,
a. When,two,or,more,variables,are,manipulated,in,an,
experiment.,
b. When,the,researcher,makes,a,predic=on,about,two,or,
more,variables.,
c. When,two,or,more,variables,share,a,rela=onship,with,
one,another.,
d. When,two,or,more,variables,are,measured.,,
e. When,two,or,more,variables,are,manipulated,and,
measured.,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,The,reverse,causa=on,problem,is,deﬁned,as...,
a. When,it,is,unclear,whether,variable,X,aﬀects,variable,
Y,or,,whether,variable,Y,aﬀects,variable,X.,
b. When,the,rela=onship,between,variable,X,and,Y,may,
be,driven,by,another,variable,Z.,
c. When,it,is,unclear,whether,variable,Y,is,determined,by,
the,researcher’s,expectancy,or,by,variable,X.,
d. When,it,is,unclear,whether,variable,X,aﬀects,the,
researcher’s,expectancy,or,whether,the,researcher’s,
expectancy,aﬀects,variable,X.,,
e. Both,B,and,C.,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,The,third,variable,problem,is,deﬁned,as…,
a. When,it,is,unclear,whether,variable,X,aﬀects,variable,
Y,or,,whether,variable,Y,aﬀects,variable,X.,
b. When,the,researcher’s,expectancy,aﬀects,the,
outcome,of,variable,Y.,
c. When,it,is,unclear,whether,variable,Y,is,determined,by,
the,researcher’s,expectancy,or,by,variable,X.,
d. When,it,is,unclear,whether,variable,X,aﬀects,the,
researcher’s,expectancy,or,whether,the,researcher’s,
expectancy,aﬀects,variable,X.,,
e. When,the,rela=onship,between,variable,X,and,Y,may,
be,driven,by,another,variable,Z.,

,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,SelfMselec=on,is,deﬁned,as…,
a. When,subjects,are,not,randomly,assigned,to,
condi=ons.,
b. When,diﬀerences,between,groups,may,be,due,to,the,
groups,the,researcher,chooses,to,assign,subjects,to.,
c. When,diﬀerences,between,groups,may,be,due,to,who,
chooses,to,be,in,which,group.,
d. When,diﬀerences,between,groups,may,be,due,to,the,
condi=ons,that,subjects,are,assigned,to.,
e. When,the,researcher,randomly,assigns,subjects,to,
condi=ons.,,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,
,

,

,A,solu=on,to,the,third,variable,problem,and,reverse, ,
,causa=on,is,to…,,
a. Manipulate,the,independent,variable,,
b. Manipulate,the,dependent,variable,,
c. Measure,the,independent,variable,
d. Measure,the,dependent,variable,
e. A,and,B.,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,
,

,In,an,experiment,,the,diﬀerence,between,the, , , ,
,independent,variable,and,dependent,variable,is…,
a. The,researcher,creates,the,independent,variable,
and,measures,the,dependent,variable.,
b. The,researcher,measures,the,independent,variable,
and,creates,the,dependent,variable.,
c. The,researcher,measures,the,independent,variable,
and,manipulates,the,dependent,variable.,
d. The,researcher,manipulates,the,independent,
variable,and,measures,the,dependent,variable.,
e. The,researcher,manipulates,the,independent,
variable,and,designs,the,dependent,variable.,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,Experimental,control,is,deﬁned,as…,
a. Holding,everything,constant,except,for,the,
independent,and,dependent,variables.,
b. Holding,everything,constant,except,for,the,dependent,
variables.,
c. Holding,everything,constant,except,for,the,variables,
that,covary,with,the,independent,variable.,,
d. Randomly,selec=ng,subjects,for,the,experiment.,
e. Randomly,sampling,the,variables,that,will,be,used,in,
the,experiment.,
,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,A,confounding,variable,is,deﬁned,as…,
a. A,variable,that,naturally,covaries,with,a,dependent,
variable.,
b. A,variable,that,naturally,covaries,with,an,independent,
variable,,but,is,controlled,for.,
c. A,variable,that,is,not,controlled,for.,
d. A,variable,that,is,not,controlled,,but,does,not,covary,
with,an,independent,variable.,
e. A,variable,that,is,not,controlled,and,covaries,with,an,
independent,variable.,

,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,Random,assignment,is,deﬁned,as…,
a. When,subjects,are,randomly,selected,to,par=cipate,in,
a,study.,
b. When,subjects,are,placed,in,levels,of,an,independent,
variable,at,random.,
c. When,subjects,are,randomly,sampled,from,the,
popula=on.,
d. When,subjects,are,randomly,placed,in,each,level,of,
the,dependent,variable.,
e. Both,B,and,D.,
,

,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,A,quasiMindependent,variable,is,deﬁned,as…,
a. A,variable,that,can,be,manipulated,and,used,to,create,
groups.,
b. A,variable,that,can,be,manipulated,and,used,to,
measure,outcomes.,
c. A,variable,that,cannot,be,manipulated,,but,can,be,
randomly,generated.,
d. A,variable,that,cannot,be,manipulated,,but,can,be,
used,to,create,groups.,
e. A,variable,that,cannot,be,manipulated,,but,can,be,
used,in,order,used,to,measure,outcomes.,
,

Deﬁni=onal,,
,

,

,A,solu=on,to,the,selfMselec=on,problem,is,to…,,
a. Use,random,assignment,,
b. Use,random,selec=on,
c. Measure,the,independent,variable,
d. Measure,the,dependent,variable,
e. A,and,C.,

Transfer,
,Jenny,is,interested,in,the,eﬀect,that,three,diﬀerent,types,of,
colors,(blue,,red,,and,purple),have,on,people’s,emo=ons.,
Jenny,is,also,going,to,control,for,age,,because,she,thinks,
older,people,tend,to,be,grumpier.,,Color,is,a(n),_______,,
emo=on,is,a(n),_______,,and,age,is,a(n)_______.,
a. 1.,Variable,,2.,hypothesis,,3.,datum,
b. 1.,Experiment,,2.,variable,,3.,hypothesis,
c. 1.,Experiment,,2.,hypothesis,,3.,hypothesis,
d. 1.,variable,,2.,variable,,3.,variable,
e. 1.,variable,,2.,variable,,3.,hypothesis,

Transfer,
,Byron,proposes,that,showering,with,cold,water,improves,
,people’s,acen=on,throughout,the,day.,Byron’s,proposal,is,,,
,a(n),_______,,water,is,a(n),_______,,and,acen=on,is,a(n),
,_______.,
a. 1.,Experiment,,2.,variable,,3.,variable,
b. 1.,Experiment,,2.,data,point,,3.,variable,
c. 1.,Hypothesis,,2.,hypothesis,,3.,variable,
d. 1.,Hypothesis,,2.,variable,,3.,data,point,,
e. 1.,Hypothesis,,2.,variable,,3.,variable,
,

Transfer,
,For,her,ﬁnal,project,,Jessica,is,examining,how,diﬀerent,types,
,of,beverages,aﬀect,IQ.,Jessica,will,manipulate,whether,each,
,subject,drinks,coﬀee,vs.,orange,juice,and,will,also,measure,
,how,well,subjects,score,on,an,IQ,test.,This,is,a(n)…,,
a. Variable,
b. Experiment,
c. Hypothesis,
d. NonMexperimental,study,,
e. Correla=onal,experiment,

Transfer,
In,a,survey,,Dr.,Goldstone,found,that,students,who,reported,taking,a,
greater,amount,of,notes,had,higher,grades.,Dr.,Goldstone,then,
conducted,an,experiment,that,tested,the,eﬀect,that,notes,have,on,test,
performance.,One,group,of,subjects,was,required,to,take,notes,on,a,
lecture.,The,other,group,was,asked,to,pay,acen=on,,but,did,not,take,
notes.,All,subjects,were,than,given,a,test,on,the,lecture.,Dr.,Goldstone,
found,that,the,group,of,subjects,that,was,asked,to,take,notes,scored,
higher,on,the,test,than,the,group,that,was,not,asked,to,take,notes.,In,the,
survey,,a(n),_______,can,be,be,drawn,between,noteMtaking,and,grades.,In,
the,experiment,,a(n),_______,can,be,be,drawn,between,noteMtaking,and,
grades.,,
a. Causal,rela=onship,,causal,inference,
b. Causal,rela=onship,,associa=on,,
c. Associa=on,,causal,inference,
d. Causal,inference,,associa=on,
e. Associa=on,,correla=on,,,

Transfer,
,Mark,is,currently,examining,the,rela=onship,between,
,exercise,and,mo=va=on.,Because,this,is,a,nonMexperimental,
,study,,Mark,will,_______,exercise,and,mo=va=on,,but,he,
,will,not,_______,these,variables.,
a. Measure,,manipulate,
b. Manipulate,,measure,
c. Quan=fy,,measure,
d. Quan=fy,,manipulate,,
e. Measure,,quan=fy,

Transfer,
Dr.,Johnson,recently,looked,at,data,for,sales,records,over,the,
past,5,years.,Dr.,Johnson,found,ice,cream,sales,were,related,
to,the,purchase,of,puppies.,This,ﬁnding,should, ,be,described,
as,a(n)_______,and,indicates,that,there,is,a(n),_______,
between,ice,cream,sales,and,the,purchase,of,puppies,.,
a. Associa=on,,causal,rela=onship,,,,
b. Causal,rela=onship,,associa=on,
c. Correla=on,,associa=on,
d. Correla=on,,causal,rela=onship,
e. Causal,rela=onship,,correla=on,,
,

Transfer,
Lisa,just,received,her,master’s,for,her,work,in,astronomy.,Lisa,found,that,
planets,that,are,closer,to,their,moons,rotate,faster,than,planets,that,are,
farther,away,from,their,moons.,However,,Lisa,is,not,sure,how,to,interpret,
her,data,because,it,is,unclear,whether,a,planet,that,rotates,faster,draws,
its,moons,in,closer,to,the,planet,or,whether,moons,that,are,closer,to,a,
planet,cause,the,planet,to,rotate,faster.,Ignoring,the,possibility,that,other,
factors,may,be,involved,,what,kind,of,problem,does,Lisa,have?,,
a. Third,variable,
b. Researcher,expecta=on,
c. Reverse,causa=on,,
d. Reverse,correla=on,,
e. Reverse,associa=on,

Transfer,
,A,research,team,from,Cambridge,was,recently,dispatched,to,an,
,African,safari,to,study,the,ma=ng,habits,of,elephants.,The,team,
,found,that,elephants,were,70%,more,likely,to,mate,when,animal,
,ac=vity,is,high.,Although,the,research,team,members,were,excited,to,
,report,their,ﬁndings,,they,are,unsure,if,the,rela=onship,between,,
,elephant,ma=ng,and,animal,ac=vity,is,being,driven,by,warmer
,weather,(which,is,related,to,both,high,animal,ac=vity,and,elephant,
,ma=ng).,What,kind,of,causal,,inference,problem,do,we,have,here?,,,
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Third,variable,
Researcher,expecta=on,
Reverse,causa=on,,
Reverse,correla=on,,
SelfMselec=on,

Transfer,

,A,medical,team,of,researchers,believes,they,have,engineered,an,
,immuniza=on,drug,for,the,ﬂu.,The,next,step,is,to,test,the,drug,
,with,humans.,One,group,is,given,the,experimental,drug;,the,other,
,is,given,a,sugar,pill.,One,year,aler,the,experiment,,the,group,that,
,was,given,the,experimental,drug,had,not,become,sick,with,the,ﬂu,,
,whereas,subjects,in,the,group,who,received,the,sugar,pill,had,
,become,sick,with,the,ﬂu,an,average,of,3,=mes.,The,medical,team,
,soon,discovers,that,the,group,who,was,given,the,experimental,
,drug,consisted,of,subjects,who,signed,up,to,be,in,that,speciﬁc,
,condi=on.,What,kind,of,causal,inference,problem,does,the,
,medical,team,have?,
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Third,variable,
Researcher,expecta=on,
SelfMselec=on,
Reverse,causa=on,
Reverse,correla=on,,

Transfer,
,Dylan,ﬁnds,that,people,who,spend,more,=me,reading,score,higher,on,

,intelligence,tests.,However,,it,is,unclear,whether,reading,increases,
,intelligence,or,whether,higher,intelligence,causes,people,to,read,more.,It,
,is,also,unclear,whether,an,addi=onal,variable,,such,as,health,,might,
,covary,with,both,,variables,and,lead,to,more,=me,spent,reading,and,
,greater,intelligence.,What,causal,inference,problem,does,Dylan,have,
,and,how,can,he,ﬁx,it?,
a. Third,variable;,Dylan,should,manipulate,how,much,=me,people,
spend,reading.,,
b. SelfMselec=on;,Dylan,should,use,random,sampling.,
c. Researcher,expectancy,,but,there,is,no,way,to,address,this,issue.,,
d. Reverse,causa=on;,Dylan,should,manipulate,how,much,=me,
people,spend,reading.,,
e. A,and,D.,

Transfer,
,For,his,next,experiment,,Ben,wants,to,use,light,intensity,as,
,an,independent,variable,and,friendliness,as,the,,dependent,
,variable.,Ben,should,_________,light,intensity, ,and,
,_________,friendliness,,,
a. Measure,,manipulate,
b. Create,,manipulate,
c. Measure,,measure,
d. Manipulate,,manipulate,
e. Manipulate,,measure,

Transfer,
,Julie,is,examining,the,eﬀect,that,diﬀerent,levels,of,,

,,
,adrenaline,have,on,acrac=veness,ra=ngs.,She,is,just, ,,
,about,ready,to,run,her,study,,but,ﬁrst,she,decides,to, ,,
,double,check,to,make,sure,that,she,is,holding,everything,,
,constant,except,for,adrenaline,levels,and,acrac=veness,,
,ra=ngs.,This,technique,is,called…,,,,,,,
a. Manipula=on,control,
b. Experimental,control,
c. Interven=on,control,
d. Correla=onal,control,,
e. Placebo,control,

Transfer,
,Diane,runs,an,experiment,tes=ng,the,eﬀects,of,how,two,
,diﬀerent,keyboards,aﬀect,memory.,Subjects,that,are,using,
,Keyboard,A,complete,the,experiment,in,the,room,on,the,
,west,wing,of,the,laboratory.,Subjects,that,are,using,Keyboard,B,
,complete,the,experiment,in,the,room,on,the,east,wing,of,
,the,laboratory.,The,type,of,room,that,the,experiment,was,
,completed,in,is,a(n)…,
a. QuasiMindependent,variable,
b. Confounding,variable,,
c. QuasiMindependent,variable,
d. QuasiMdependent,variable,
e. Random,variable,

Transfer,

,

,
,
,
,
,
,

,For,his,senior,thesis,,Jerry,is,tes=ng,the,eﬀect,that, , ,
,diﬀerent,types,of,wellMknown,vitamins,(A,,B,,C,,D,,and,E),
,have,on,the,amount,of,daily,exercise,that,people,engage,
,in.,Jerry’s,advisor,asks,Jerry,to,make,sure,that,subjects,
,are,placed,in,each,vitamin,condi=on,at,random.,This, ,
,method,is,called…,
a. Random,selec=on,
b. Random,sampling,
c. Random,control,
d. Random,manipula=on,
e. Random,assignment,,

Transfer,
,For,her,class,project,,Susan,is,interested,in,tes=ng,how,two,
,diﬀerent,keyboards,aﬀect,memory,between,genders.,Susan,
,breaks,up,the,groups,into,men,and,women.,Each,group,is,
,assigned,the,same,science,ar=cle,and,Susan,records,how,
,long,it,takes,subjects,in,each,group,to,ﬁnish,reading,the,
,ar=cle.,In,Susan’s,experiment,,gender,is,a(n)…,,
a. QuasiMindependent,variable,,
b. QuasiMdependent,variable,,
c. Independent,variable,,
d. Dependent,variable,,
e. Random,variable,,

Transfer,
Megan,is,tes=ng,how,knowledge,about,food,aﬀects,appe=te.,Subjects,are,
assigned,to,one,of,two,condi=ons,,based,on,what,groups,they,request,to,be,
in.,One,group,is,given,a,lesson,about,nu=ri=on;,the,other,group,is,not.,
Subjects,were,then,given,a,ques=onnaire,in,order,to,asses,appe=te.,,Megan,
ﬁnds,that,the,group,who,was,provided,with,informa=on,about,food,had,a,
lower,score,for,appe=te.,What,causal,inference,problem,does,Megan,have,
and,how,can,she,ﬁx,it?,
a. Third,variable,problem.,Megan,should,manipulate,knowledge,
about,food.,
b. SelfMselec=on,problem.,Megan,should,use,random,assignment.,
c. SelfMselec=on,problem.,Megan,should,manipulate,knowledge,
about,food,and,taste,preferences.,,
d. Reverse,causa=on,problem.,Megan,should,manipulate,taste,
preferences.,,
e. Reverse,causa=on,problem.,Megan,should,manipulate,
knowledge,about,food.,,

Analysis,
,Jimmy,is,tes=ng,the,eﬀects,that,exercise,has,on,memory.,Subjects,were,randomly,
assigned,to,two,groups.,One,group,exercised,for,one,hour,on,Monday.,The,other,
group,exercised,for,30,minutes,on,Wednesday.,Immediately,aler,exercising,,
subjects,were,given,a,memory,test.,Subjects,who,exercised,for,a,longer,period,of,
=me,scored,higher,on,the,memory,test.,Jimmy,concludes,that,engaging,in,a,
greater,amount,of,exercise,improves,memory.,Is,there,anything,wrong,with,
Jimmy’s,conclusion?,,,
a. Yes,,it,is,unclear,whether,becer,memory,causes,people,to,exercise,more,
or,whether,exercising,more,improves,memory.,
b. Yes,,it,is,unclear,whether,the,becer,memory,was,due,to,subjects’,
selec=ng,to,be,in,the,group,that,exercised,more.,
c. Yes,,it,is,unclear,whether,the,becer,memory,was,due,to,one,group,
exercising,more,or,the,diﬀerence,in,the,days,that,subjects,were,tested.,,
d. Yes,,this,is,not,a,true,experiment,and,we,cannot,make,any,causal,
inferences,about,the,data.,,
e. No,,this,is,a,true,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,allowing,us,
to,draw,a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,

Analysis,
,Alison,is,tes=ng,the,eﬀect,of,coﬀee,drinking,on,mental,arithme=c.,Subjects,were,
randomly,assigned,to,two,groups.,Alison’s,friend,Kennedy,agrees,to,help,her,with,
data,collec=on.,Subjects,in,one,group,were,given,a,cup,of,coﬀee,by,Alison;,subjects,in,
the,other,group,were,given,cup,of,water,by,Kennedy.,Subjects,were,then,given,a,
mental,arithme=c,test.,Subjects,who,were,in,the,coﬀee,condi=on,performed,becer,
on,the,mental,arithme=c,test.,Alison,concludes,that,drinking,coﬀee,improves,mental,
arithme=c.,Is,there,anything,wrong,with,Alison’s,conclusion?,,,
a. Yes,,it,is,unclear,whether,the,diﬀerences,in,mental,arithme=c,between,the,
groups,was,due,to,coﬀee,drinking,or,to,the,diﬀerence,in,researchers.,
b. Yes,,it,is,unclear,whether,the,diﬀerences,in,mental,arithme=c,between,the,
groups,was,due,to,subjects’,volunteering,to,be,in,the,coﬀee,condi=on.,,
c. Yes,,it,is,unclear,whether,people,who,are,becer,at,mental,arithme=c,like,to,
drink,coﬀee,or,whether,drinking,coﬀee,improves,mental,arithme=c.,
d. Yes,,this,is,not,a,true,experiment,and,we,cannot,make,any,causal,inferences,
about,the,data.,,
e. No,,this,is,an,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,allowing,us,to,draw,
a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,

Analysis,
,Arlene,is,tes=ng,how,business,anre,aﬀects,generosity.,Subjects,were,each,paid,$100,

,for,par=cipa=ng,and,were,assigned,to,one,of,two,condi=ons.,In,one,condi=on,subjects,
,wore,business,anre;,in,the,other,condi=on,subjects,wore,casual,anre.,Subjects,were,
,then,asked,to,make,dona=ons,to,charity.,The,study,ran,for,a,month,(30,days).,Data,
,for,subjects,in,the,business,anre,condi=on,were,collected,during,days,1M15.,Data,for,
,subjects,in,the,casual,anre,condi=on,were,collected,in,days,16M30.,Subjects,in,the,
,business,anre,condi=on,were,more,charitable,than,subjects,in,the,casual,anre,
,condi=on.,Arlene,concludes,that,wearing,business,anre,makes,people,more,
,charitable.,Is,there,anything,wrong,with,Arlene’s,conclusion?,,,
a. Yes,,the,type,of,anre,worn,by,subjects,is,confounded,by,subjects’,being,
paid.,
b. Yes,,the,type,of,anre,worn,by,subjects,is,confounded,with,the,=me,of,the,
month,that,the,data,for,subjects,in,each,group,was,collected.,,
c. Yes,,it,is,unclear,whether,wearing,business,anre,increases,generosity,or,
whether,being,more,generous,makes,people,wear,more,business,anre.,
d. Yes,,this,is,not,a,true,experiment,and,we,cannot,make,any,causal,inferences,
about,the,data.,,
e. No,,this,is,an,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,allowing,us,to,draw,
a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,

Analysis,
David,is,tes=ng,how,playing,video,games,aﬀects,reac=on,=mes.,Subjects,
were,assigned,to,three,groups.,One,group,played,video,games,in,the,
morning,for,3,hours.,A,second,group,played,video,games,in,the,morning,
for,1,hour.,A,third,group,completed,a,word,puzzle,in,the,evening.,
Subjects,were,then,given,a,test,of,reac=on,=me.,Subjects,in,the,two,video,
game,condi=ons,had,faster,reac=on,=mes,than,subjects,in,the,word,
puzzle,condi=on.,David,concludes,that,playing,video,games,decreases,
people’s,reac=on,=mes.,Is,there,anything,wrong,with,David’s,conclusion?,
a. Yes,,playing,video,games,is,confounded,with,=me,of,day.,
b. Yes,,it,is,unclear,whether,playing,video,games,increases,reac=on,
=mes,or,whether,people,with,faster,reac=on,=mes,like,playing,
more,video,games.,,
c. Yes,,subjects,who,sign,up,for,a,study,early,in,the,day,may,be,
diﬀerent,than,subjects,who,sign,up,later,in,the,day.,
d. A,and,C.,
e. No,,this,is,an,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,
allowing,us,to,draw,a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,

Analysis,
,A,study,is,examining,how,room,size,aﬀects,crea=vity.,Subjects,are,
randomly,assigned,to,two,condi=ons.,Subjects,in,one,group,are,placed,in,
a,smaller,room;,subjects,in,the,other,group,are,placed,in,a,larger,room.,
Both,rooms,are,next,to,each,other.,Subjects,in,the,smaller,room,can,see,
subjects,enter,the,larger,room;,subjects,in,the,larger,room,cannot,see,
subjects,,enter,the,smaller,room.,All,subjects,were,given,a,crea=vity,test.,
Subjects,in,the,smaller,room,scored,higher,on,the,crea=vity,test.,Should,
we,conclude,that,smaller,rooms,improve,crea=vity?,
a. No,,crea=vity,is,confounded,with,room,size.,
b. No,,it,is,unclear,whether,smaller,rooms,increase,crea=vity,or,
whether,people,who,are,more,crea=ve,prefer,smaller,rooms.,
c. No,,this,study,has,a,third,variable,problem.,
d. No,,this,is,not,an,experiment,and,we,cannot,make,any,causal,
inferences,about,the,data.,,
e. Yes,,this,is,an,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,
allowing,us,to,draw,a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,

,

,

Analysis,
A,study,is,examining,the,eﬀects,of,smiling,on,acrac=veness,ra=ngs.,
Subjects,varied,in,age,,ethnicity,,and,educa=on,level,,but,did,not,diﬀer,
systema=cally,on,these,variables,across,groups.,A,group,from,Boulder,
was,shown,images,of,people,who,were,smiling;,another,group,from,
Denver,was,shown,images,of,people,with,neutral,expressions.,Subjects,
were,asked,to,rate,how,acrac=ve,they,found,each,picture.,Subjects,in,the,
smiling,condi=on,rated,the,people,in,the,pictures,they,viewed,as,more,
acrac=ve,than,subjects,in,the,neutral,condi=on.,Should,we,conclude,that,
people,ﬁnd,those,who,smile,to,be,more,acrac=ve?,
a. Yes,,this,is,an,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,
allowing,us,to,draw,a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,
b. No,,this,is,not,an,experiment,and,we,cannot,make,any,causal,
inferences,about,the,data.,,
c. No,,smiling,is,confounded,by,the,city,subjects,are,from.,
d. No,,smiling,is,confounded,by,age,,ethnicity,,and,educa=on,level.,
e. C,and,D.,

Analysis,
,A,study,is,examining,how,group,size,aﬀects,aggression.,Subjects,were,
randomly,assigned,to,two,groups.,One,group,consists,of,ﬁve,people;,
another,group,consists,of,10,people.,Subjects,ranged,in,ages,from,18,to,
55.,Subjects,in,the,larger,group,are,placed,in,a,larger,room,than,subjects,
in,the,smaller,group.,65%,of,the,subjects,were,male,and,35%,were,
female.,Subjects,were,measured,on,various,levels,of,aggression.,Subjects,
in,the,larger,group,displayed,greater,levels,of,aggression,than,subjects,in,
the,smaller,group.,Should,we,conclude,that,being,in,larger,groups,
increases,aggression?,,
a. Yes,,this,is,an,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,
allowing,us,to,draw,a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,
b. No,,group,size,is,confounded,by,age.,
c. No,,group,size,is,confounded,by,room.,
d. No,,group,size,is,confounded,by,gender.,
e. No,,group,size,is,confounded,by,by,age,and,gender.,

Analysis,
,Emma,is,tes=ng,how,a,Rubik’s,cube,can,improve,problem,solving.,Subjects,
were,randomly,assigned,to,two,groups.,One,group,worked,on,a,Rubik’s,cube;,
the,other,group,did,not.,All,subjects,were,given,a,problem,solving,task.,
Subjects,in,the,Rubik’s,cube,condi=on,scored,higher,on,the,problem,solving,
task,than,subjects,in,the,other,condi=on.,Subjects,were,tested,by,two,
researchers.,The,researchers,tested,an,approximately,equal,number,of,
subjects,from,both,condi=ons.,Emma,concludes,that,using,a,Rubik’s,cube,
improves,problem,solving.,Is,there,anything,wrong,with,Emma’s,conclusion?,,
a. Yes,,it,is,unclear,whether,Rubik’s,cubes,improve,problem,solving,or,
whether,people,who,are,becer,at,problem,solving,like,to,solve,
Rubik’s,cubes.,
b. Yes,,the,Rubik’s,cube,manipula=on,is,confounded,by,the,diﬀerent,
researchers.,
c. Yes,,it,is,unclear,whether,the,becer,problem,solving,was,due,to,
subjects,selec=ng,to,be,in,the,Rubik’s,cube,condi=on.,
d. Yes,,this,is,not,a,true,experiment,and,we,cannot,make,any,causal,
inferences,about,the,data.,,
e. No,,this,is,a,true,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,allowing,
us,to,draw,a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,

Analysis,
,Dana,is,tes=ng,how,feedback,aﬀects,politeness.,Subjects,were,assigned,
to,two,groups,and,completed,a,wri=ng,task.,One,group,received,posi=ve,
feedback;,the,other,group,received,nega=ve,feedback.,Subjects,then,
completed,a,ques=onnaire,that,assessed,politeness.,Subjects,in,each,
group,were,tested,throughout,the,day,from,9,a.m.,to,7,p.m.,Subjects,
who,received,posi=ve,feedback,scored,higher,on,politeness,than,subjects,
who,received,nega=ve,feedback.,Dana,concludes,that,posi=ve,feedback,
increases,politeness?,Is,there,anything,wrong,with,Dana’s,conclusion?,,
a. Yes,,it,is,unclear,whether,feedback,increases,politeness,or,
whether,people,who,are,polite,tend,to,get,more,posi=ve,
feedback.,
b. Yes,,the,feedback,manipula=on,is,confounded,by,=me,of,day.,
c. Yes,,subjects,who,sign,up,for,a,study,early,in,the,day,may,be,
diﬀerent,from,subjects,who,sign,up,later,in,the,day.,
d. B,and,C.,
e. No,,this,is,an,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,
allowing,us,to,draw,a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,

Analysis,
,Don,is,tes=ng,how,red,pens,aﬀect,grading.,Subjects,were,randomly,assigned,
to,two,groups.,One,group,graded,essays,with,a,red,pen;,the,other,group,
graded,essays,with,a,blue,pen.,Subjects,from,both,condi=ons,were,run,over,
a,10,day,period.,Subjects,who,used,a,red,pen,to,grade,essays,assigned,lower,
grades,than,subjects,who,used,blue,pens,to,grade,essays.,Don,concludes,that,
using,red,pens,for,grading,makes,people,assign,harsher,graders,than,using,
blue,pens.,Is,there,anything,wrong,with,Don’s,conclusion?,,
a. Yes,,it,is,unclear,whether,using,red,pens,while,grading,leads,to,
harsher,grading,or,whether,people,that,are,harsher,graders,tend,to,
use,red,pens,when,they,are,grading,papers.,,
b. Yes,,the,pen,manipula=on,is,confounded,by,the,day,in,the,week,
that,subjects,were,tested.,
c. Yes,,subjects,who,sign,up,for,a,study,early,in,the,week,may,be,
diﬀerent,from,subjects,who,sign,up,later,in,the,week.,
d. Yes,,this,is,not,an,experiment,and,we,cannot,draw,any,causal,
inferences,from,the,data.,
e. No,,this,is,an,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,allowing,us,
to,draw,a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,

Analysis,
,

,A,study,is,tes=ng,how,color,aﬀects,emo=on.,Subjects,are,randomly,
assigned,to,two,condi=ons.,In,one,condi=on,the,experimenter,wears,a,
red,shirt;,in,the,other,condi=on,the,same,experimenter,wears,a,blue,
shirt.,All,subjects,were,given,a,test,to,assess,their,emo=onal,state.,
Subjects,in,the,condi=on,where,the,experimenter,wore,a,blue,shirt,
scored,higher,on,calmness,than,subjects,in,the,condi=on,where,the,
experimenter,wore,a,red,shirt.,Should,we,conclude,that,the,color,blue,
makes,people,more,calm,than,the,color,red?,
a. No,,color,is,confounded,with,the,experimenter.,
b. No,,it,is,unclear,whether,blue,makes,people,calmer,or,whether,
people,tend,to,wear,blue,around,calmer,people.,
c. No,,there,is,a,confounding,(third,variable,problem),in,this,study.,
d. No,,this,is,not,an,experiment,and,we,cannot,make,any,causal,
inferences,about,the,data.,,
e. Yes,,this,is,an,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,
allowing,us,to,draw,a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,

,

,

Analysis,
A,study,is,tes=ng,the,eﬀects,of,watching,violent,ﬁlms,on,depression.,
Subjects,were,randomly,assigned,to,three,groups.,One,group,was,shown,
a,violent,ﬁlm;,another,group,was,shown,a,nonviolent,documentary;,a,
third,group,sat,in,a,room,quietly.,All,subjects,then,ﬁlled,out,a,
ques=onnaire,that,assessed,depression.,Subjects,who,viewed,the,violent,
ﬁlm,scored,higher,on,depression,than,subjects,in,the,other,two,
condi=ons.,Subjects,ranged,from,ages,18,to,43.,75%,of,subjects,were,
females,and,25%,were,males.,Subjects’,educa=on,level,ranged,from,
college,freshmen,to,juniors.,The,study,ran,subjects,MondayMWednesday.,
Should,we,conclude,that,violent,ﬁlms,increases,depression?,,
a. Yes,,this,is,an,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,
allowing,us,to,draw,a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,
b. No,,type,of,ﬁlm,is,confounded,by,one,variable.,
c. No,,type,of,ﬁlm,is,confounded,by,two,variables.,
d. No,,type,of,ﬁlm,is,confounded,by,three,variables.,
e. No,,type,of,ﬁlm,is,confounded,by,more,than,three,variables.,
,

Analysis,
A,study,is,tes=ng,the,eﬀects,that,calculators,have,on,mathema=cs,
learning.,Subjects,varied,in,age,,ethnicity,,city,of,residence,,and,educa=on,
level.,Subjects,were,randomly,assigned,to,two,condi=ons.,One,group,of,
subjects,was,allowed,to,use,a,calculator,during,a,recorded,mathema=cs,
lecture;,the,other,group,was,not,allowed,to,use,a,calculator,during,the,
recorded,lecture.,Subjects,were,then,given,a,mathema=cs,test.,Subjects,
in,the,condi=on,where,a,calculator,was,not,allowed,scored,higher,on,the,
mathema=cs,test,than,subjects,in,the,group,that,allowed,calculators.,
Should,we,conclude,that,not,using,a,calculator,is,becer,for,mathema=cs,
learning,,than,using,a,calculator?,
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Yes,,this,is,an,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,allowing,
us,to,draw,a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,
No,,this,is,not,an,experiment,and,we,cannot,make,any,causal,
inferences,about,the,data.,,
No,,the,calculator,manipula=on,is,confounded,by,the,city,subjects,
are,from.,
No,,the,calculator,manipula=on,is,confounded,by,age,,ethnicity,,
and,educa=on,level.,
C,and,D.,

Analysis,
,A,study,is,examining,how,adrenaline,aﬀects,acen=on.,Subjects,were,
randomly,assigned,to,two,groups.,In,one,group,subjects,were,given,an,
adrenaline,pill;,in,the,other,group,subjects,were,given,a,sugar,pill.,
Subjects,ranged,in,ages,from,21,to,63.,65%,of,the,subjects,were,male,
and,35%,were,female.,Subjects,were,then,given,a,test,of,acen=on.,
Subjects,in,the,adrenaline,condi=on,scored,higher,on,the,acen=on,test.,
Should,we,conclude,that,adrenaline,increases,acen=on?,,
a. Yes,,this,is,an,experiment,with,no,confounding,variables,,
allowing,us,to,draw,a,causal,inference,from,the,results.,,
b. No,,acen=on,is,confounded,by,age.,
c. No,,acen=on,is,confounded,by,the,type,of,pill,that,was,used.,
d. No,,acen=on,is,confounded,by,gender.,
e. B,and,D.,

Applica=on,
,Shaina,is,examining,how,memory,is,aﬀected,by,a,new,memory,pill.,One,
,group,of,subjects,gets,the,memory,pill;,the,other,group,gets,a,sugar,pill.,
,All,subjects,are,then,given,a,memory,test.,The,ﬁrst,half,of,the,subjects,
,who,sign,up,for,the,study,are,placed,in,the,memory,pill,condi=on;,the,
,second,half,of,subjects,are,placed,in,the,sugar,pill,condi=on.,How,should,
,Shaina,change,her,study,in,order,to,avoid,any,confounding,variables?,,
a. A,memory,test,needs,to,be,administered,the,day,before,the,
experiment.,
b. A,memory,test,needs,to,be,administered,the,day,aler,the,
experiment.,
c. Subjects,must,be,randomly,sampled,from,the,popula=on.,
d. Subjects,must,be,randomly,assigned,to,condi=ons.,
e. There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,
nothing,needs,to,be,changed.,

Applica=on,
,Shaw,is,looking,at,how,class,par=cipa=on,aﬀects,test,performance.,
Subjects,are,sampled,from,a,college,classroom,and,are,randomly,
assigned,to,two,groups.,One,group,of,subjects,are,required,to,ask,3,
ques=ons,per,lecture,for,one,week.,Subjects,in,the,other,group,are,
required,to,ask,1,ques=on,per,lecture,for,one,week.,At,the,end,of,the,
week,,all,subjects,are,tested.,How,should,Shaw,change,his,study,in,order,
to,avoid,any,confounding,variables?,,
a. Subjects,must,be,randomly,assigned,to,condi=ons.,
b. Subjects,must,be,randomly,sampled,from,outside,the,
classroom.,
c. Subjects’,previous,grades,must,be,taken,into,account.,,
d. Subjects,shouldn’t,be,required,to,ask,any,ques=ons,during,
lecture,because,this,will,make,them,feel,uncomfortable,and,will,
lower,test,performance.,,
e. There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,
nothing,needs,to,be,changed.,

Applica=on,
,Erika,is,tes=ng,how,sleep,aﬀects,reading,speed.,Subjects,are,randomly,
assigned,to,two,groups.,One,group,must,sleep,5,hours,a,day;,in,the,other,
group,subjects,must,sleep,7,hours,a,day.,The,study,runs,for,2,weeks.,At,
the,end,of,the,2,weeks,subjects,are,asked,to,read,a,science,ar=cle,and,
their,reading,=mes,are,recorded.,How,should,Erika,change,her,study,in,
order,to,avoid,any,confounding,variables?,,
a. Subjects’,previous,sleep,pacerns,must,be,controlled,for.,
b. Subjects,shouldn’t,be,made,to,sleep,a,certain,number,of,hours,
because,it,will,make,them,feel,unnatural,and,this,will,aﬀect,
reading,speeds.,,
c. The,amount,that,subjects,sleep,needs,to,be,becer,manipulated.,,,
d. Subjects,must,be,randomly,sampled.,
e. There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,
nothing,needs,to,be,changed.,

Applica=on,
Adam,is,tes=ng,how,viewing,portraits,of,historical,ﬁgures,aﬀects,
mo=va=on.,Subjects,were,randomly,assigned,to,two,groups.,A,researcher,
showed,one,group,of,subjects,portraits,of,historical,ﬁgures;,a,diﬀerent,
researcher,showed,the,other,group,portraits,of,famous,people.,All,
subjects,were,then,given,a,test,to,measure,mo=va=on.,The,experiment,
was,conducted,over,the,course,of,a,week,from,9,am,to,5,pm.,How,should,
Adam,change,his,study,in,order,to,avoid,any,confounding,variables?,,
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

The,day,that,experiment,is,conducted,on,needs,to,be,held,
constant.,,
The,types,of,portraits,that,subjects,view,need,to,be,held,constant.,
The,researcher,that,shows,subjects,the,portraits,should,be,
randomized,or,the,researcher,needs,to,be,held,constant,between,
the,two,groups.,,
The,=me,of,day,that,subjects,complete,the,experiment,needs,to,be,
held,constant.,,
There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,nothing,
needs,to,be,,changed.,

Applica=on,
,Tracey,is,examining,how,medita=on,aﬀects,willpower.,Aler,work,,Tracey,
,administers,ques=onnaires,that,measure,willpower,to,subjects,at,a,
,medita=on,center,and,at,the,local,gym.,It,takes,Tracey,two,weeks,to,
,collect,her,data.,How,should,Tracey,change,her,study,in,order,to,avoid,
,any,confounding,variables?,,
a. Willpower,needs,to,be,manipulated,and,subjects,need,to,be,
randomly,sampled.,
b. Medita=on,needs,to,be,manipulated,and,subjects,need,to,be,
randomly,assigned,to,condi=ons.,,
c. Medita=on,needs,to,be,manipulated,and,subjects,need,to,be,
randomly,sampled.,
d. Willpower,needs,to,be,manipulated,and,subjects,need,to,be,
randomly,assigned,to,condi=ons.,
e. There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,
nothing,needs,to,be,changed.,

Applica=on,
,Morgan,is,tes=ng,how,a,new,pain,treatment,compares,to,the,standard,pain,
treatment.,Subjects,are,sampled,from,the,hospital,,a,nearby,clinic,,and,a,rehab,
center.,Subjects,are,randomly,assigned,to,three,condi=ons.,In,one,condi=on,
subjects,are,given,the,new,pain,treatment,,in,the,second,condi=on,subjects,are,
given,the,standard,pain,treatment,,and,in,the,third,condi=on,subjects,are,given,a,
placebo.,All,subjects,are,then,given,a,test,to,see,how,much,pain,they,can,
withstand,before,op=ng,to,end,the,experiment.,Data,are,collected,in,the,
hospital,,clinic,,and,rehab,center.,The,study,ini=ally,runs,for,two,weeks,but,has,to,
be,stopped,for,three,weeks,because,Morgan,goes,on,vaca=on.,When,Morgan,
returns,,the,study,is,completed,in,10,days.,How,should,Morgan,change,her,study,
in,order,to,avoid,any,confounding,variables?,,
a. Subjects,need,to,be,randomly,sampled,because,subjects,from,the,
hospital,,clinic,,and,rehab,center,diﬀer,from,the,rest,of,the,popula=on.,,
b. The,=me,period,that,the,study,is,conducted,in,needs,to,be,held,
constant.,
c. The,loca=on,where,the,study,is,conducted,needs,to,be,held,constant,
for,all,condi=ons.,
d. A,,B,,and,C.,,
e. There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,nothing,
needs,to,be,changed.,

Applica=on,
,Angelo,is,examining,how,drawing,shapes,improves,crea=vity.,Subjects,
,are,randomly,assigned,to,two,groups.,One,group,draws,shapes,for,10,
,minutes;,the,other,group,draws,animals,for,10,minutes.,All,subjects,are,
,then,given,a,crea=vity,test.,Two,researchers,collect,data,from,both,
,groups.,Data,are,collected,on,Mondays,at,3,pm,and,Wednesdays,at,8,am.,,,,
,How,should,Angelo,change,his,study,in,order,to,avoid,any,confounding,
,variables?,,
a. The,researcher,needs,to,be,held,constant,between,condi=ons.,
b. The,=me,of,day,needs,to,be,held,constant,between,condi=ons.,
c. The,day,needs,to,be,held,constant,between,condi=ons.,,
d. A,,B,,and,C.,
e. There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,
nothing,needs,to,be,changed.,

Applica=on,
Bridget,is,tes=ng,how,driving,over,the,speed,limit,aﬀects,people’s,
running,speeds.,Subjects,are,randomly,assigned,to,one,of,two,groups.,
One,group,of,subjects,drives,a,car,around,the,block,at,30,mph;,the,other,
group,drives,the,same,car,around,a,parking,lot,at,20,mph.,All,subjects,are,
then,asked,to,run,half,a,mile.,Data,are,collected,on,Thursdays,and,Fridays,
for,3,months,by,two,diﬀerent,researchers.,How,should,Bridget,change,
her,study,in,order,to,avoid,any,confounds?,,
a. Where,the,car,is,driven,needs,to,be,held,constant,across,
condi=ons.,
b. The,day,the,experiment,is,conducted,needs,to,be,held,constant,
between,condi=ons.,
c. The,researchers,need,to,be,held,constant,between,condi=ons.,
d. The,car,needs,to,be,held,constant,across,condi=ons.,,
e. There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,
nothing,needs,to,be,changed.,

Applica=on,
,A,study,is,tes=ng,the,eﬀec=veness,of,a,new,weight,loss,program,against,
that,of,a,new,diet,pill.,Subjects,sign,up,for,the,group,of,their,choice.,One,
group,of,subjects,completes,the,weight,loss,program,for,two,weeks;,the,
other,group,takes,the,new,diet,pills,for,two,weeks.,Aler,a,month,,all,
subjects,are,weighed.,How,should,this,study,be,changed,in,order,to,
avoid,any,confounding,variables?,,
a. Subjects,must,be,randomly,assigned,to,condi=ons.,,
b. Subjects,must,be,randomly,sampled.,
c. The,study,needs,to,be,run,for,longer,than,two,weeks,in,order,to,
becer,assess,subjects’,weight,loss.,,
d. A,and,C.,
e. There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,
nothing,needs,to,be,changed.,

Applica=on,
,A,study,is,tes=ng,the,eﬀects,of,wind,on,plant,growth.,Ten,plants,are,
randomly,assigned,to,two,condi=ons.,In,one,condi=on,,plants,are,
exposed,to,constant,wind;,in,the,other,condi=on,plants,are,not,exposed,
to,wind.,The,study,runs,for,9,months.,For,9,months,,ﬁve,diﬀerent,
researchers,check,and,maintain,the,equipment,for,both,condi=ons.,Aler,
9,months,,a,measurement,is,taken,of,all,plants.,How,should,this,study,be,
changed,in,order,to,avoid,any,confounding,variables?,,
a. More,plants,need,to,be,used,in,order,to,know,how,wind,aﬀects,
plant,growth.,
b. The,researchers,who,check,and,maintain,the,equipment,need,to,
be,held,constant,across,all,condi=ons.,,
c. The,plants,that,are,used,need,to,be,randomly,sampled.,
d. B,and,C.,,
e. There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,
nothing,needs,to,be,changed.,

Applica=on,
,A,study,is,tes=ng,how,providing,lions,with,food,aﬀects,the,lions’,ability,to,

mate.,There,are,two,groups.,One,group,of,lions,is,provided,with,food,by,the,
researchers,for,one,day;,the,other,group,of,lions,is,not.,The,researchers,use,
30,lions,in,their,study.,The,ﬁrst,15,lions,that,came,within,50,meters,of,the,
researchers,were,provided,with,food;,the,other,15,lions,were,in,the,noMfood,
group.,The,lions,were,then,followed,for,2,years,and,the,numbers,of,oﬀspring,
these,lions,produced,were,documented.,How,should,this,study,be,changed,
in,order,to,avoid,any,confounding,variables?,,
a. The,observa=ons,need,to,be,made,over,the,course,of,a,shorter,
=meMspan,,because,a,lot,can,happen,over,the,course,of,two,years.,
b. The,lions,must,be,randomly,assigned,to,condi=ons.,,
c. The,researchers,need,to,use,a,diﬀerent,manipula=on,,because,
providing,a,lion,food,for,one,day,will,not,aﬀect,its,ability,to,mate.,,
d. The,lions,need,to,be,randomly,sampled.,,
e. There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,nothing,
needs,to,be,changed.,,

Applica=on,
,Company,X,is,tes=ng,whether,people,like,their,new,soda,drink,more,than,
its,compe=tor’s,soda,drink.,Subjects,are,randomly,assigned,to,two,
groups.,,One,group,of,subjects,is,given,the,new,soda,drink;,the,other,
group,is,given,the,soda,drink,from,Company,X’s,compe=tor.,All,subjects,
than,rate,how,much,they,enjoyed,the,soda,they,drank.,The,experiment,is,
conducted,across,7,shopping,malls,by,7,diﬀerent,researchers.,How,
should,Company,X,change,their,study,in,order,to,avoid,any,confounding,
variables?,,
a. The,researchers,must,be,held,constant,between,all,condi=ons.,
b. The,shopping,malls,must,be,held,constant,between,all,
condi=ons.,
c. Subjects,must,be,randomly,sampled.,,
d. The,type,of,soda,that,subjects,drink,needs,to,actually,be,
manipulated.,
e. There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,
nothing,needs,to,be,changed.,

Applica=on,
,A,study,is,tes=ng,how,acending,a,pep,rally,aﬀects,rebelliousness.,
,Subjects,were,randomly,assigned,either,to,acend,a,pep,rally,for,15,
,minutes,or,to,stand,in,a,large,crowd,for,15,minutes.,All,subjects,were,
,then,given,a,ques=onnaire,that,measured,rebelliousness.,Three,
,diﬀerent,researchers,handed,out,and,scored,the,ques=onnaires.,Data,
,were,collected,on,Wednesdays,and,Fridays.,On,Wednesdays,,data,were,
,collected,at,5,pm,and,on,Fridays,they,were,collected,at,7,pm.,How,should,
,this,study,be,changed,in,order,to,avoid,any,confounding,variables?,,
a. The,researchers,need,to,be,held,constant,between,condi=ons.,,
b. The,day,that,the,data,is,collected,needs,to,be,held,constant,
between,condi=ons.,,
c. The,=me,that,the,data,is,collected,needs,to,be,held,constant,
between,condi=ons.,,
d. B,and,C.,
e. There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,
nothing,needs,to,be,changed.,

Applica=on,
,A,study,is,tes=ng,the,link,between,ea=ng,organic,foods,and,eyesight.,
Subjects,are,randomly,assigned,to,two,groups.,One,group,of,subjects,is,
provided,with,an,organic,meal,in,a,restaurant;,the,other,group,is,
provided,with,a,regular,meal,in,a,café.,Subjects,are,then,given,an,eye,
exam.,The,experiment,is,conducted,from,5,to,10,pm,for,3,days.,How,
should,this,study,be,changed,in,order,to,avoid,any,confounding,
variables?,,
a. The,=me,of,day,that,the,experiment,is,conducted,should,be,
held,constant,between,condi=ons.,
b. The,day,that,the,experiment,is,conducted,should,be,held,
constant,between,condi=ons.,,
c. The,place,where,the,experiment,is,conducted,needs,to,be,held,
constant,between,condi=ons,
d. A,,B,,and,C.,
e. There,are,no,confounding,variables,in,this,experiment,and,
nothing,needs,to,be,changed.,

